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ABSTRACT
This thesis proposes a “standard strategy” for iterative inversion of elastic properties from the
seismic reflection data. The term “standard” refers to the current hands-on commercial techniques
that are used for the seismic imaging and inverse problem. The method is established to reduce the
computation time associated with elastic Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) methods. It makes use
of AVO analysis, prestack time migration and corresponding forward modeling in an iterative
scheme.
The main objective is to describe the iterative inversion procedure used in seismic reflection
data using simplified mathematical expression and their numerical applications. The frame work
of the inversion is similar to (FWI) method but with less computational costs. The reduction of
computational costs depends on the data conditioning (with or without multiple data), the level of
the complexity of geological model and acquisition condition such as Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR).
Many processing methods consider multiple events as noise and remove it from the data. This is
the motivation for reducing the computational cost associated with Finite Difference Time Domain
(FDTD) forward modeling and Reverse Time Migration (RTM)-based techniques. Therefore, a
one-way solution of the wave equation for inversion is implemented.
While less computationally intensive depth imaging methods are available by iterative
coupling of ray theory and the Born approximation, it is shown that we can further reduce the cost
of inversion by dropping the cost of ray tracing for traveltime estimation in a way similar to
standard Prestack Time Migration (PSTM) and the corresponding forward modeling. This requires
the model to have smooth lateral variations in elastic properties, so that the traveltime of the
scatterpoints can be approximated by a Double Square Root (DSR) equation.
To represent a more realistic and stable solution of the inverse problem, while considering the
phase of supercritical angles, the boundary condition of the wave equation is set up along reflection
surfaces. Hence, the surface integral Kirchhoff approximation is used as a mathematical
framework instead of the volume integral of the Born approximation.
In addition, I study the feasibility of iterative coupling of ray theory with the Kirchhoff
approximation for inversion. For the amplitude considerations, the direct relationship between the
scattering potential of the Born approximation with the reflectivity function of the asymptotic
ii

Kirchhoff approximation for elastic waves is used. Therefore, I use the linearized Zoeppritz
approximation of Aki and Richards (1980) for computation of the forward modeling and migration
operators as well as gradient function from Amplitude vs Offset (AVO) inversion.
The multiparameter elastic inversion approach is applicable to all types of reflected wavefields
such as P-to-P, P-to-S, S-to-S and S-to-P. Traveltime estimation of forward modeling and
migration/inversion operators are based on the DSR equation. All operators involved in inversion,
including the background model for DSR and AVO are updated at each iteration. The
migration/inversion procedure maps the mode converted waves to the traveltime of incident waves
which fixes the registration problem of events that travel from source to scatter point. The inversion
of the reflected P-to-P and P-to-S synthetic and field data are provided for the numerical examples.
This approach is applicable for complex structures however, to estimate the traveltime of
scatterpoints, ray tracing can be added to the algorithm. For such a medium, the scatterpoint
traveltime approximations from the PSTM, is compared to the PSDM approach using numerical
analysis of ray- and FDTD-based modeling.
In part of this thesis, I further improve the conventional velocity analysis of Common Scatter
Point (CSP) gathers by including the tilt effects. I show that travel time response of scatter points
beneath a dipping interface experiences an additional linear time shift. The normal hyperbolic
shape of travel time in a CSP gather becomes tilted, causing inaccuracy in velocity analysis. The
focusing of the separated energy in the semblance plots is enhanced by removing the tilt effects.
As a result, the accuracy of migration velocity inversion is enhanced and the focusing of output
images of time migration is improved.
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Chapter 1:
1.1

Introduction

Exploring the Earth’s subsurface
Seismic data can play an important role in the exploration and exploitation of oil and gas

reservoirs. It contains information from waves that propagate through the subsurface and arrive at
one or more receivers. Analyzing the recorded wave in terms of their travel time, amplitude and
phase, then deriving a model of the subsurface, are the main objectives of this thesis. I study
seismic reflection data, which is wave energy that responds to variations in subsurface properties.
These reflectors correspond to interfaces where contrasts in the elastic properties of the subsurface
medium exist. When the wave energy interacts with this interface, some of the energy is reflected
back toward the receivers located on or beneath the surface of the earth. This interaction is
governed by wave equation, which is defined by a mathematical and physical relationship of
subsurface models. In this studies, elastic wave equation is used are obtained from coupling of
Newton’s second law of motion and the Hooke’s law of elasticity.
1.2

Subsurface imaging
Figure 1-1 represents a cross section of an Earth model, and shows reflection of different layers

of rock that have different rock properties (e.g., a velocity model). One objective of acquiring
seismic data is to obtain an image of this subsurface geology. Knowledge of this geology will aid
in finding minerals and hydrocarbon reservoirs.
Seismic data can be acquired by an energy source at or near the surface with many receivers
on the surface to record the reflection energy as illustrated in Figure 1-2. These records can be
made by recording waves that originate from different source locations. For each record, any
subsurface point scatters the incident wave, and contributes to the energy of received wave. These
points are referred as “scatter points” and in this thesis is the basis for analysing the recorded
data. It incorporates the approximation of traveltime and amplitude of the scattered waves in the
recorded wave (see e.g., blue dots in Figure 1-2). These approximation depends on the ray paths
that the wave originated from the source then scattered toward the recovers (see e.g., red lines
inside velocity model of Figure 1-1). The recorded data is processed using imaging algorithms to
produce an image of the geology as illustrated in Figure 1-3. Knowledge of the subsurface not only
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aids in identifying the location of stored hydrocarbons, but also the different type of rock that
produces it (e.g., source rock).

Source 1

Source 2

Figure 1-1: Marmousi model and the two source position. A fan of rays (red lines) emanate from
the scatter point R and travel toward the receivers laid in surface.

a)
b)
Figure 1-2 Shot records of model shown in Figure 1-1. a) Shot record of source 1. b) Shot record
of source 2. The blue dots shows the contribution of scatter point R.

Figure 1-3: An image of the Marmousi data set using RTM. Image captured from Wards et al.,
(2008).

2

1.3

Wave types in the subsurface.
Energy in the subsurface can propagate with two different modes known as the P-wave and

the S-wave. In the P-mode, the particle motion is in the direction of propagation, similar to “pushpulling” a hose. In the S-mode, the particle moves sidewise to the direction of propagation, similar
to shaking a hose “sideways”. Each of these modes has a different propagation velocity and
different reflecting properties from the same rock type. The analysis of the P- and S- wave from
seismic data helps to estimate the rock properties.
1.4

Seismic processing, migration, and inversion
There are many steps to processing seismic data from removing of noise to the focusing the

reflection energies to their reflector location. These steps can take many source records (as in
Figure 1-2 ) to create the image in Figure 1-3. The major processes that we are concerned within
this thesis are those of seismic migration and inversion.
I will refer to seismic true amplitude migration as simply “migration” and its objective is to
relocate the reflection energy on the source records, to the location of the reflector. It is mainly
designed to define the structure in terms of time space and amplitude.
The objective of seismic inversion, or simply “inversion”, is to identify the properties of the
rock. These properties include the propagation velocities of P- and S- modes, and density. From
these properties we can identify other properties such as fluid content, or the orientation of
fractures.
There are several approaches for the migration of seismic data that can be classified as “depth
migration” or “time migration”. Depth migrations migrate the seismic data to a model as a
function of depth. It requires mainly the input velocity models as a function of depth and it needs
to solve the depth based wave equation to obtain the traveltime of the reflectors (e.g., ray tracing,
FDTD). Time migrations migrate the seismic data to the model as a function of time. The input
velocity model is usually defined as a function of time and it assumes that the paths of the rays of
the waves have predictable pattern. The assumptions of time migration helps to solve the wave
equation to obtain the traveltime of the reflectors faster than the corresponding depth migration.
The approach presented here is applicable to both depth migration and time migration, however, I
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will be using Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration (PSTM) which has economical computation
time.
Computational time is currently a big challenge when implementing the wave equation to model
earth response. In this regard, the wave equation is best classified in two types:
1- Two-way wave equations such as Time Domain Finite Difference (FDTD) or Frequency
Domain Finite Difference (FDFD).
2- One-way wave equations such as the one-way Kirchhoff, or phase shift downward
continuation methods.
Two-way wave equations are more expensive compared to one-way wave equations, but they
have the potential to use multiple reflections in the data. One-way wave equations assume that
multiple reflections have been removed from the data, but they require less computational time.
Currently, most standard geophysical applications for earth model estimation are based on the oneway wave equation.
Many processes in geophysics use the term inversion to estimate or approximate the rock
properties. I will be using a process known as Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) method that uses
repeated migrations and inversions to form a more accurate estimate of rock properties. The
approach requires iterations for inversion as is in the attention of several authors (e.g., Tarantola
1984a, 1984b & 1986, Mora, 1987, Plessix, 2008, Ikelle et al., 1986; Pratt, 1999). The iterations
require improvement in lower computational costs (e.g., Vigh and Starr, 2008, Sirgue and Pratt,
2004; Maurer et al., 2009). In this study the computation cost for iterative inversion is reduced by
implementing one-way PSTM and corresponding forward modeling approximation. Two
approaches for the solution of the one-way equation are considered here. The first approach is the
Born approximation. It is a volume integral approach and has been implemented for iterative
inversion of subsurface properties (Beydoun and Mendez, 1989 and Jin et al., 1992). The second
approach is the Kirchhoff approximation which is a surface integral based on the changes of
elastic properties across the bedding interface (Bleistein, 1986). I study and implement the
Kirchhoff approximation approach for the iterative inversion scheme.
1.5

My contributions in this thesis

The contributions can be summarized as follows.
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1) Implementation of the Kirchhoff approximation in an iterative FWI method for multiparameter
elastic inversion.
2) Numerical simplification of the FWI method for several mode converted data (e.g., P-to-P, Pto-S) by implementing a time-imaging method of forward modeling and corresponding
migration/inversion.
3) Implementation of a migration scheme for multicomponent P-to-P and P-to-S waves based on
scatter point P-wave time. This solves the subsurface registration problem for prestack time
migration. The value of combined P-to-P and P-to-S inversion can be significantly greater than the
interpretation of the individual volumes.
4) Facilitation of joint elastic inversion based on proposed P-to-P and P-to-S seismic migration
schemes.
5) Use of the relationship between the solution of the wave equation by Born approximation (e.g.,
Beylkin and Burridge, 1990) and Kirchhoff approximation (e.g., Bleistein, 1984) to demonstrate
that the conventional AVO inversion can be used for gradient calculation in the FWI method.
6) Enhancement of the conventional AVO procedure. The first iteration of the method is equivalent
to conventional AVO inversion. Once the algorithm is iterated, the conventional AVO result will
be updated.
7) Implementation of the PSTM numerical algorithm on real multicomponent P-to-P and P-to-S
data.
8) Enhancing migration PSTM image output and the migration velocity analysis by
implementation of tilt effect to Common Scatter Point (CSP) gathers.
1.6

Thesis overview
Chapter (2) explains the nonlinear least squares concept and its relationship with perturbation

theory. I start with a one-step inversion according to perturbation theory and Born approximation,
then explain its roles in the FWI method. The FWI method presented here has two main features.
One, it is based on the Kirchhoff approximation instead of the Born approximation, and two, it is
based on the time imaging approach instead of depth imaging. I compare PSDM to PSTM and the
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corresponding forward modeling associated with the inversions. Similarly, I use numerical
examples to compare the consistency of three seismic modeling and imaging techniques, namely
Kirchhoff time migration, ray-based depth migration, and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD)
modeling. I compare the modeled scatter point response obtained with the ray tracing method and
the finite difference method. To illustrate coherency, both ray-traced data and finite difference data
are mapped to a CSP gather, which is an intermediate PSTM gather of Equivalent Offset Migration
(EOM) (Bancroft et. al. 1998). The final section of Chapter (2) is inspired by the paper written by
Beylkin and Burridge (1990) on the subject of the Born approximation and perturbation theory for
derivation of scattered wave fields in an elastic medium.
Chapter (3) is inspired by the hyperbolic formulation of Common Scatter point (CSP) gathers
of Equivalent offset Migration (EOM) and its application to the inverse problem of the acoustic
wave equation. I further improve the conventional velocity analysis of CSP gather by including
the tilt effects. I show that travel time response of scatter points beneath a dipping interface
experiences an additional linear time shift. The normal hyperbolic shape of travel time in a CSP
gather becomes tilted, causing inaccuracy in velocity analysis. The focusing of the separated
energy in the semblance plots is enhanced by removing the tilt effects. As a result, the accuracy of
migration velocity inversion is enhanced and the focusing of output images of time migration is
improved. I discuss the implementation of the FWI method for velocity inversion using time
imaging methods. I used a forward Kirchhoff operator for the prediction of shot records from a Pto-P reflectivity function and first order Born approximation for inversion of the velocity model.
Estimation of the gradient function using PSTM is compared to PSDM approaches.
In chapter (4), formulations of Born approximation of Chapter (2) are related to the Bleistein’s
Kirchhoff approximation in the framework of FWI method. The importance of associated
Boundary Condition (BC), the migration of P-to-P and P-to-S data and the estimation of gradient
function of FWI approach using Born and Kirchhoff approximation are illustrated by simple
numerical examples. Using analytical and numerical analysis in this chapter, I show that Kirchhoff
approximation represents a more realistic and stable solution of the inverse problem compared
with Born approximation, e.g. for the phase of supercritical angles.
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In chapter (5), numerical example of FWI method using P-to-P and P-to-S synthetic and field
data examples are presented. The examples are intended to show the efficiency of the method,
problems in processing field data and suggest solutions for those problems.
In Chapter (6), I discuss the problems of the inversion using PSTM approximation and propose
the solutions to improve it. Overall conclusion are presented in the last part of this chapter.
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Chapter 2:
2.1

Review of the iterative inversion method

Introduction
This chapter reviews the inverse problem for reflection seismic data. I start with an overview

of the iterative least squares inversion. Then, I give a brief literature review of the inverse problem
solution to seismic reflection data in relation to the iterative least squares method, referred to as
the “FWI method”. The inversion of the “full wavefield” is a difficult task. It would incorporate
the solution of problem using a two-way wave equation forward model and migration operators.
In present day applications, the “full wavefield” is included in the forward modeling operators and
because of limitations in the imaging condition of the migration operators, the existing multiples
in the data produce artefacts in the migration images. Moreover, current processing speeds
constrain implementing the two-way wave equations inside the “FWI method” especially for 3D
problems. Therefore, the one-way wave equation operators are used on data sets where multiples
are removed.
Numerical comparison between PSDM and PSTM of diffraction data is included in this
chapter. To conduct a numerical comparison, the Equivalent Offset Migration (EOM) method
(Bancroft et al. 1998) is used for two reasons: first, the formulation of the Double Square Root
(DSR) equation can be represented a single square root equation, making the mathematical
expression of the diffraction traveltime into a simpler hyperbolic form. Second, the velocity
analysis of Common Scatter Point (CSP) gathers in the EOM can be modified and implemented in
the FWI approach (as shown in Chapter 3).
For an elastic medium, the Born approximation has played an important role in mathematical
expressions of the FWI method. The last part of this chapter is about the Born approximation of
the elastic wave equation. The focus will remain on the scattering potential of the P-to-P and P-toS waves, as those wavefields are the main focus of multicomponent analysis.
2.2

Inverse problem by nonlinear least squares method
Let medium parameters are characterized by Lame´ parameters  ( x ) ,  ( x ) and  ( x ) which

is function of subsurface points x . The objective of seismic inversion is to obtain the earth model,
m(  ,  ,  ) , from the measured data,

d . The wave equation provides the relationships between
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model parameters, m and the measured waves, d , at the receivers. We can approximate the
seismic data, d , from the forward modeling operator, f , on model parameters, m , given by
f (mtrue )  dtrue .

(2.1)

Design of the forward operator, f , depends on the type of the waves to be investigated and the
available computational power. We study the seismic traveltime, amplitude, and phase of the
reflected wavefield, which the operator, f , can predict. In order to determine the physical
properties of the subsurface, equation (2.1) is linearized, and then a direct inversion is used given
by
m  f 1d ,

(2.2)

where f 1 is the inverse operator for f . If equation (2.2) is invertable, the solution is difficult for
two main reasons. The first reason is that the model parameters are already embedded in f 1 and
the relationship between seismic wavefield and the model parameters are nonlinear (Tarantola,
1984b, Virieux, 2009). A priori model, m0 , cannot predict the true data, dtrue , as we have in
general,
f (m0 )  dtrue ,

(2.3)

which creates the need for an iterative inversion. The second reason is that even if we assumed
that this relationship is linear, then the inverse of f should be feasible and the computational time
for f 1 is high (e.g., Pratt, 1999).
The objective of nonlinear inverse problem is to find a pair of d and m such that they have
the closest distance to the pair of dtrue and mtrue . The inverse of equation (2.1) is approximated
using least square optimization approach. A misfit function, J , is defined by,
1
J   d k  d k ,
2

(2.4)

where,  denotes the adjoint operator ,  d k  dtrue  d k and the subscript k represents iteration
number. From equation (2.4), the model parameter can be obtained by
9

mk 1  mk   mk ,

(2.5)

where, perturbation model vector  mk is obtained by minimizing J function (Pratt, 1999,Virieux,
2009)
1

  2 J (mk )  J ( mk )
 mk   
.

2
mk
 mk 

(2.6)

Assuming the noise in the data are negligible, the gradient function

J (m )
is given by
m

(Tarantola, 1984b)



J (m )
 [ F  d ],
m

(2.7)

where F  is the transpose of linear operator F as derivative f at point m given by
f ( m   m )  f ( m )  F  m  o(  m

2
2

).

(2.8)

Although equations (2.4) to (2.7) are mathematical illustration of inverse problem. In this study,
instead of forming matrix f and F  , I used true amplitude Kirchhoff operator (Schleicher et al,
2007) for simulation of wavefield and migration / inversion for adjoint operator for F  . As will
be discussed in chapter 4, it requires a set of imaging and Amplitude versus Offset (AVO)
inversion operators to produce gradient function  . In addition, I assume that the measured data

  2 J ( mk ) 
is complete, and for computational simplicity the operator 
 is assumed to be scalar
2
 mk 
coefficient (see e.g., Nemeth et al., 1999). So, equation (2.6) reduces to

 mk   k  k .

(2.9)

where  k is called step length in iteration k and the updating procedure uses the steepest decent
method (Tarantola, 1984a). Note that linearized forward problem of (2.1) can be written as
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 d  dtrue  d0  f  m0   m   f  m0   f  m   F m,

(2.10)

which infers that the inversion requires only one step to complete. In this study, I have used
equation (2.10) to define the forward problem for seismic data using the first order Born
approximation. However, the inverse problem is still non-linear for parametrization of input
parameters. First, the operator, f and F * are dependent on velocity model for traveltime and true
amplitude approximations. Second, the forward modeling and inversion are based on the Kirchhoff
approximation instead of the Born approximation that the forward modeling and
migration/inversion operators are developed by AVO operators. The AVO operators dependent
on the model parameters contrast across bedding interface. The average angles of reflected and
transmitted waves create nonlinearity inside the linearized AVO operators (Innanen, 2012).
To reduce the computational burden for inversion of elastic properties from reflection data, the
implementation of operators for f and F  is reviewed upon the reflected waves, then the
numerical aspects of PSTM method and PSDM method are studied.
2.3

Overview of inverse problem for seismic reflected data
Perturbation theory (see e.g., Morse and Feshbach, 1953) plays an important mathematical role

in studying and understanding scattered waves. In essence, it finds the relationship between the
difference of recorded wavefield dtrue and modelled wavefield d k , called the data residual  d , and
the difference of their elastic properties, called perturbed model  m . Once the relationship is
established, it performs the inversion of the perturbation from data residuals. In order to find a
unique solution of the perturbed model, this method requires that the perturbation be small. As
shown in equation (2.5), the inverted perturbed model is added to the initial background model to
approximate the true solution.
In the framework of perturbation theory, several studies have linearized the nonlinear acoustic
wave equation by Born approximation for direct inversion of subsurface properties. For example,
Cohen and Bleistein (1979) used the Born approximation for direct velocity inversion of poststack
data. Clayton and Stolt (1981) used Born and WKBJ approximations of prestack F-K migration
for the direct inversion of density and bulk modulus. Beylkin (1985) presented a mathematical
framework for migration/inversion of acoustic waves. Bleistein (1986) modified Beylkin’s Born
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approximation of the forward problem using the Kirchhoff approximation. Bleistein (1986)
showed that the amplitude of his inversion is the same as the angle-dependent geometric-optic
reflection coefficient. Parson (1986) assumed that output of Bleistein’s (1986) inversion is
equivalent to the linearized reflection coefficient of Aki and Richard (1980) and showed the direct
inversion of the relative change of elastic properties with a P-to-P survey. A major problem with
a direct inversion method was that the inversion operators require reasonable a priori knowledge
of the medium to produce accurate results. This created a need to iteratively update the inversion
operators from the results of the previous steps.
Several authors addressed the iterative approach by the concept of nonlinear least squares for
the inverse problem. In an acoustic Born approximation, Tarantola (1984) and later LeBras and
Clayton (1988) showed that the inverse problem for linearized reflection data (i.e., multiple free)
can be done using iterative use of F  in the form of classical Kirchhoff migration and f in the
form of Born forward modeling. Tarantola (1984b) provided an inversion strategy by iterative use
of consistent f and F  . Similar strategies were later presented for inversion of the elastic twoway wave approximation (Tarantola, 1986 and Mora, 1988). Gauthier el. al (1986) applied the
numerical method of Tarantola (1984b) by FDTD operators to a synthetic data set.
Beylkin and Burridge (1990) derived f and F  for the direct inversion of scattering potential
of the Born approximation. From a numerical point of view, in order to include higher order terms
to this approximation, one may implement two wave equation operators such as FDTD and RTM
*
for f and F respectively. Numerically, the RTM approach creates artefacts due to the presence

of multiples (Liu et al., 2011). It requires multiple prediction and elimination techniques as well
as applying proper imaging condition since the crosscorelation of produced m-order multiples of
forward propagation of the source with m- or less order multiples of backward propagated receiver
data cannot produce a constructive image. Therefore, the multiple data are not imaged into the
original reflectors only but also into different depth that downgoing and upgoing meet each other.
A numerical example on this issue is presented in next section.
Besides FDTD, there were attempts to improve computational efficiency by implementing
cheaper numerical schemes for forward modeling and migrations. Beydoun and Mendez (1989)
and Jin et al., (1992) combined ray tracing and the Born approximation inversion of elastic waves
12

for multiparameter inversion of elastic properties. The technique was used to reduce the
computational cost associated with ray tracing and applied to a synthetic 3D survey on an
SEG/EAGE overthrust acoustic model for velocity inversion (Thierry et al., 1999 , Lambare et
al., 2003 and Operto et al., 2003). The results showed that asymptotic approximations are an
efficient strategy in iterative inversion algorithms. Margrave et al., (2012) implemented one-way
migration of Phase Shift Plus Interpolation (PSPI) approach for inversion and calibrated the
inversion result with available control well similar to procedure of conventional impedance
inversion.
Elimination of multiples is an essential part of current seismic processing schemes (e.g.,
Weglein et al., 1997, Verschuur and Berkhout, 2005, Hargreaves, 2006), so the computational cost
of time-stepping methods for f and F * can be reduced if replaced by ray based method. In areas
with smooth lateral variation in elastic properties, the traveltime of events is approximate using
the DSR equation of the PSTM method.
2.3.1 Direct inversion, perturbation and iterative inversions
Table 2-1 summarizes the relationship between direct inversion, perturbation and iterative
inversion strategy. If f is a linear operator, the term ( f  f )1 f  is known as least squares
migration/inversion (Nemeth et al., 1999), which acts as an operator to map the data to its original
scatter point. The general steps implemented in FWI methods are similar to the method of direct
inversion, but the main difference is that we invert to get the model perturbation  mk from the
data perturbation  d k (data residual). In addition all operator are updated in FWI approach. Use of
equation (2.6) removes the need to find the scalar (step length  k ) to update the model parameters.
Obtaining step length,  k , requires performing the forward modeling, f k , to test the misfit
function of equation (2.4) such that minimum error in energy of the data residual is satisfied.
I performed a simple numerical simulation to illustrate the influence of model perturbation  m
on data residual  d in perturbation theory as well as the inverse problem. I used the acoustic wave
equation based on staggered grid, velocity-stress approach with Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)
boundary condition (see e.g. Zhou, 2003) on all edges except the surface. The model is a 500  320
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grid with grid spacing Dx  5 m. A single source is in the middle of model at surface with all
receivers at the top of the grid. The true, initial and perturbed velocity model is displayed in
Figure 2-1. The simulated data are shown in Figure 2-2. As seen in true data, the perturbation  m
influences the traveltime and amplitude and more reverberation of multiples compared to initial
data. These changes are illustrated in the data residual panel which indicate the non-linear nature
of wave equation operators. The corresponding RTM operator on the data residual is depicted in
Figure 2-3. I used zero-lag crosscorrelation of the extrapolated source and receiver (e.g., Claerbout,
1985) and true velocity as an input. The non-linear behaviour of both forward source and backward
receiver field creates artifacts in the image as both wavefields can meet each other on several
places. Hence, both primary and multiple data are imaged in different position whereas only
perturbation is expected to be imaged at depth ranges from 300 to 500 m. If we compare the image
with AGC to one without AGC, most of these artefacts observed are small and ignored in many
numerical studies. However, I emphasize that the type of imaging condition used in RTM requires
modification to prevent wrong image of multiple data (e.g., Liu et. al., 2011) otherwise there is a
need for preprocessing data sets by removing multiples. Additionally, if the input velocity model
of RTM is smoothed then the imaging condition is similar to the first order Born approximation
or simply on primary reflection data. Smoothing makes the reflectivity of subsurface smaller, the
RTM output is created by imaging condition between only downgoing source and downgoing
backpropagated receiver data which physically restricts the existence of two-way wave equations.
As shown in Figure 2-4 an iterative inverse problem typically uses a steepest descent algorithm
with the following steps: 1) forward modeling: to evaluate the norm of data residuals obtained
from updated model, i.e.  d to estimate the step length,  k , and 2) inversion: using the
migration/inversion operators on the data residuals to estimate gradient function, i.e.   F * ( d ) .
The algorithm starts with simulating the initial model, which is close to the true model. The data
residual is minimized by a series of iterations between migration of the data residual and forward
modeling. The combination of the forward modeling and migrations are useful for both step length
determination and inversion. More description of inversion operator is discussed in Chapter (4).
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Table 2-1 Comparison of direct inversion and iterative inversion strategies in least square minimization
using steepest descent method.

Direct inversion strategy

Iterative inversion strategy using perturbation theory

f k (mk )  d k . (subscript k is iteration number)

fm  d . Assuming linear operator

 mk  ( Fk  Fk )1 Fk  d k ,

m  ( f  f )1 f T d .

 mk   Fk  d k , Steepest descent method
mk 1  mk   mk .
One step if f is linear operator i.e. f ( m )  F m ,

m   f d .

otherwise update the operator f k and Fk * at each step .
True velocity (m/s)
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0

a)
b)
c)
Figure 2-1: General description of FWI in term of model perturbation. a) True velocity b) Initial
velocity c) perturbation velocity.
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Figure 2-2: General description of FWI in term of data residual. a) True data, b) initial data, c) data
residual. The data residual illustrates the nonlinear behavior of wave equation in terms of
traveltime, amplitude and multiple reflections due to perturbation.
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a) RTM image of true data using smoothed velocity.
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g) RTM image of data residual using true velocity.
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Figure 2-3: General problem of RTM based in terms of input model and poor imaging condition
for the full wavefield of Figure 2-2. Note the multiples are imaged in several depths.
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2.4

Assumptions used

For a successful inversion the following assumptions are essential:
1- The source signature is known and can be removed from the data.
2- The wave equation explains all physics of the wave propagation from earth model.
The source can be thought of as causing pulses or disturbances in the medium. It has a range of
frequencies which simultaneously oscillate and propagate through subsurface medium and are
recorded at the receivers, in accordance to the wave equation. If the source signature is removed
from the data, then the measured waves are predominantly reflectivity responses from changes in
the earth elastic properties.

i  i 1

Update

mi 1  mi   i i

Update

mk

f k , Fk
Step length

k

 d k  dtrue  d k

d k  f k (mk )

No
 k  F * d k

Threshold
Input data conditioning

Yes

dtrue

moutput
Figure 2-4: Simplified workflow for updating model m in steepest descent algorithm. The
superscript F  is the migration/inversion operator.
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2.5

Numerical comparison of PSTM and PSDM approaches
In exploration seismology, it is assumed that depth migration gives more accurate images than

time migration. Implementing depth imaging is a challenging task because of the computational
cost and the need for a priori knowledge of velocity models. Time migrations have less
computational costs but it cannot be as accurate as depth imaging for “complex models”.
Complexity of the model can influence the ray path, and the traveltime of scattered waves. My
goal is to mitigate the computational costs of FWI method for models that the performance of time
migration is efficient. The comparison of the final images from depth and time migration has been
published by several authors (see e.g., Claerbout, 1985). I use numerical examples to compare the
consistency of three techniques of seismic modeling and imaging, namely, time migration, raybased depth migration, and FDTD modeling methods. Figure 2-5 shows the Marmousi velocity
model, which contains relatively high complexity in the middle of the model (i.e. 4500 - 6000m),
but smooth lateral variations on both sides of the model. Figure 2-6 is the result of an RTM operator
applied to its data. Given the Marmousi velocity as the input velocity model to RTM, most of the
features of the model are constructed. Figure 2-7 shows the result of a PSTM operator on the same
data set given the RMS velocity estimated from true velocity of the model. The coherency of the
images along the smooth areas of the sides of the model is comparable to corresponding RTM
image. The coherency is higher on the right side of the image because of the flat geological setting
compared to dipping layers in the left side of the model. As shown in Figure 2-8, to compare the
kinematics of the PSTM and RTM imaging methods, I compare the modeled scatter point response
using a ray-tracing method with finite difference simulation. For illustration purposes both raytraced data and finite difference data are mapped to a CSP gather, which is an intermediate PSTM
gather of Equivalent Offset Migration (EOM) (Bancroft et al., 1998). The formation of the CSP
gathers is based on the Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration (PSTM) as the traveltime formulation
of CSP gathers assumes a straight ray path. The primary application of the CSP gather is for
velocity analysis from the hyperbolic travel time of the scatter points on a time section. Here, the
modeling and migration processes of CSP gathers are illustrated to show the conditions where one
can successfully reduce the computational effort commonly associated with depth migration. In
Chapter (3), I show that the comparison between the PSTM and ray tracing modeling gives an
intuitive insight to improve the coherency, as well to enhance the velocity analysis of the images
under dipping layers (such as left side of Marmousi model) in PSTM.
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Figure 2-5: Marmousi model and the well location chosen for CSP analysis.

Figure 2-6: An image of the Marmousi data set using second order time and fourth order space
explicit ﬁnite difference RTM. Image captured from Wards et al., (2008).

Figure 2-7: An image of the Marmousi data set using PSTM. The migration algorithm is based on
the method of EOM.
FDTD modeling

Visual comparison

Ray modeling

DSR approximation domain using
CSP gathers

Visual comparison

FDTD based CSP

Ray based CSP

Figure 2-8: A general approach for optimizing imaging threshold of using PSTM instead of
PSDM.
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2.5.1 Scatter point response and Kirchhoff migration
Figure 2-9 shows the relationship between reflection and diffraction travel time surfaces in a
common shot configuration. It shows that two scatter points 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 on the reflector surface
create two diffraction curves which are tangent to the reflection travel time surface. The tangency
between diffraction and reflection travel time surface is a constructive interference and is
sometimes referred to as the stationary phase approximation (Bleistein, 2001). This is the basis for

TIME t

Kirchhoff migration algorithms (Claerbout, 1985, Yilmaz, Reflection
1987). The
prestack Kirchhoff
traveltime
migration approach assumes the location of scatter points within the geological model, and then
gathers all appropriate diffracted energies from all available input traces and relocates it to the
position of the scatter points (Bancroft, et al., 1996).
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Reflection traveltime
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Figure 2-9: Relationship between the reflection and the diffraction travel time surfaces in a
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Figure 2-10 shows the relationship between FDTD-based techniques and
the Kirchhoff approach

R2

R1

using scatter point responses. In Figure 2-10a snapshot of the wavefield propagation after 1 s in a
geological model is shown. The recorded wave field is shown in Figure 2-10c. Figure 2-10b shows
a snapshot of the wave field at 1 s in the same model, but with seven scatter points instead of a
continuous reflector. The reflected waves from the scatter points have a constructive surface at the
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reflection travel time. An increase in the number of scatter points can cancel the non-reflection
part of the diffractions and construct the reflection data. Study of scattered waves from scatter
points is the basis for study of reflection data. The complexity of models influence the traveltime
of scatter points, hence the choice of forward modeling of reflection data and the migration is a
challenging task. In the following, these challenges are illustrated using numerical examples.
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Figure 2-10: comparison of solution of wave equation using FDTD and scatter point response. a)
A time snapshot at 1 s obtained from an acoustic FDTD response in a velocity model. b) A time
snapshot at 1 s obtained from an acoustic FDTD response to scatter points instead of an interface.
c) The recorded wavefield of (a) at the surface. d) The recorded wavefield of (b) at the surface.
2.5.2 Scatter point response and ray-based modeling
Prediction of the diffraction travel time response depends on waves propagating from source
location S to the scatter point R, and from scatter point R to the receivers. In complex structures,
prediction of diffraction travel time curves is a challenging problem that can be approximated by
ray tracing methods. One of the concerns in the ray-based methods is that the fundamental
assumption of the ray-tracing technique is based on the high frequency limit of wave. Therefore,
to be able to model seismic signals by ray tracing, the spatial variation of velocity and its derivative
should be small with respect to the wave length of the signal under consideration (Gray, 2000,
Gajewski, et. al., 2002). This usually requires smoothing of the model. In data domain, the
smoothing is a process which occurs in the propagation of real seismic waves, since the earth
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serves as a low pass filter during propagation (Gajewski, et. al., 2002). Thus an optimum
smoothing of the velocity model is required to maintain consistency between the ray-based data
and the real seismic data.
A scatter point located at coordinates (5500, 2450) m in the Marmousi velocity model (see
Figure 5-2) is chosen as an example. This scatter point is located within a highly complex structure
zone of the model. The following steps are performed in Figure 2-11:
1- Using the finite difference algorithm, three propagating wave fronts are computed from the
scatter point for the times 0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 s. After applying a trapezoid band pass filter in
the range of frequencies of (0, 10, 35, 55) Hz, they are overlain on the velocity field in
Figure 2-11.
2- The wave fronts based on the traced rays initiated from the scatter point are constructed.
Scatter point responses were modeled using rays that depart from the scatter point in
different directions (i.e. at equal angles from -90 to +90 degrees with respect to the depth
axis); then their travel times were recorded when the rays reach the surface.
3- The ray tracing process was done by applying Gaussian smoothing operators with lengths
of 50, 150, 250 and 500 m to the reciprocal of the velocity model (i.e. 1/v ). The grid size
of the velocity model was 12.5 m in both depth and lateral directions.
Figure 2-11 compares ray-based travel times using four differently smoothed media. It shows
that an optimum length of 250 m is obtained and that fluctuations of modeled travel times are less
when compared to 50 and 150 m. Modeling with a large smoothing operator length of 500 m is
not desirable because it causes a loss of accuracy in the velocity model and reduces resolution in
the modeled travel time. Figure 2-12 shows only the constructed wavefronts using ray tracing. The
recorded traveltime is displayed in Figure 2-13. The strong variations of traveltime in different
smoothed models indicate that high frequency approximations of the wavefront are limited by the
complexity of the models. In Figure 2-14, traveltime of the one-way diffraction curve is modeled
using a 250 m smoothing length and overlain with the FDTD result. As shown, the diffraction of
the FDTD method contains both primary and reverberations which is caused by nonlinearity of the
two-way wave equations. The amplitude of multiple data are usually smaller than primary data
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because of subsurface reflections and propagations, otherwise elimination of multiples is a
necessary part of migration and inversion using the one-way wave equation.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 2-11: Comparison of wave field propagation modeling using FDTD and ray tracing
approaches in several smoothed medium with a) 50 m smoothing length b) 150 m smoothing length
c) 250 m smoothing length and d) 500 m smoothing length.
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a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 2-12: Wave field propagation modeling using ray tracing approach in several smoothed
models with a) 50 m smoothing length b) 150 m smoothing length c) 250 m smoothing length and
d) 500 m smoothing length.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2-13: Travel time of recorded wave field at surface modeled using ray tracing in several
smoothed media with a) 50 m smoothing length b) 150 m smoothing length c) 250 m smoothing
length and d) 500 m smoothing length.
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Figure 2-14: Comparison of ray tracing and FDTD. An optimum smoothing of 250 m for ray
tracing is used.
2.6

DSR approximation and the CSP gather formulation
An example of the downgoing and upgoing rays and wavefronts are simulated over Marmousi

2-D velocity model. Assume that a model has negligible lateral velocity variation which is similar
to having flat reflectors. In the general case where the subsurface velocity is varying smoothly, the
Double Square Root (DSR) equation serves as a starting point for total travel time approximation
in PSTM. This includes the time from the source to the scatter point plus the time from the scatter
point to the receiver and is given from

t   P  P 

xs  x
x  xr

,
v
v

(2.11)

where  P and  P are traveltime of downgoing and upgoing P-wave respectively, x  ( x, y,z ) is
subsurface coordinate, x s and xr are source and receiver coordinates. In 2D time migration it is
expressed by (Yilmaz, 2001)
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(2.12)

where,  is the zero offset two-way travel time, hoffset is the half source/receiver offset, xm is the
distance from the source/receiver midpoint to the lateral coordinate of the scatter point, and vm is
the migration velocity. The DSR equation can be simplified into different forms (Fowler, 1997).
Bancroft et al. (1998) introduced Equivalent Offset Migration (EOM) as a PSTM method that
transformed the DSR domain from  xm , hoffset ,  to an equivalent offset  he  domain defined by:
12

2

 2 xm hoffset  
2
2
he  sgn  X   xm  hoffset  
  .

 tvm  

(2.13)

Here, the term Common Scatter Point (CSP) gather is used for the data mapped in he domain.
Hence, the new travel time equation is hyperbolic and useful for velocity analysis (Bancroft et al.,
1998, Margrave et al., 2001). Once the CSP gather is formed, to create a final migrated image, it
only requires a NMO stacking path.
12

2

 2he  
2
t    
  .

 vm  

(2.14)

Note that, if the geological model has a strong lateral velocity changes, equation (2.14) is not
necessarily valid, but if it is valid, the travel time in equivalent offset domain will be aligned on a
hyperbolic path. In Figure 2-15 the wavefront is originated from the source xs in Marmousi
velocity model. Three rays in blue color originated from the source and is close to scatterpoint R
are illustrated. The scattered rays is illustrated in red color. Due to complexity of velocity models
caustics are observed in this figure. Computation of both downgoing and upgoing waves are an
essential task for seismic imaging problems. In the next section, this task is numerically studied
using DSR approximation of CSP gathers.
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and the equivalent offset migration method. The scatterpoint response on the right side is mapped
to the equivalent offset domain without traveltime shifting which makes the DSR to be aligned in
a hyperbolic path.

2.6.1 Mapping the ray-tracing travel time into CSP modeling
The CSP gathers were simulated by converting the travel times of the scatter points to the
equivalent offset domain of equations (2.13) and (2.14). If a scatterpoint is located in a constant
velocity model, then the shape of diffraction energy from a scatter point is identical in all the shot
records, but they have different arrival times due to the traveltime from the shot to the scatter point.
For these models (having negligible lateral variation in velocity), all of the equivalent offset
domain data lie on the hyperbolic NMO path; but in the case of strong lateral velocity variation,
the definition of equivalent offset (i.e., the collocation of the sources and the receivers) is
approximate and the event coherency is reduced. In fact two sources of error reduce the accuracy
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of forward modeling. The first is the travel time from scatter point to the receivers (see e.g.,
Figure 2-15) that determines the shape of diffraction curve as well as the effects of caustics. The
second reason is the travel time to the scatter point from the sources.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the CSP modeling, the ray-tracing travel time with a 250 m
smoothing operator is used. Figure 2-17a shows the modeled scatter point response from four
different shot records are plotted on the receiver locations (i.e., stacked). In Figure 2-17b, the shot
data are mapped to the equivalent offset domain located at the scatterpoint. Note the complex data
tend to have hyperbolic shape in Figure 2-17b. In the left side of gather it has smaller fluctuation
compared to the right side of the gather. Here, for observing the coherent event, the left side of the
CSP gather is more reliable because of associated downgoing and upgoing rays traveled through
less complexity of left side.
2.6.2 Coherency of image construction
To compare the diffraction curve of Figure 2-17 to FDTD data the following procedure is used.
50 shot records around the scatter point is chosen.

Figure 2-18 to Figure 2-20 show the

corresponding CSP gather. In these figures, the four scatter points are modeled and their travel
times are plotted as blue dots. The Amplitude Gain Control (AGC) is applied to the gather for
illustration. The amplitude differences of the two sides of the CSP gathers happen for two reasons.
The first reason is because of the acquisition parameters: the survey was an “off-end” survey, with
receivers to the left of the source. So, to the right of the sources, there is no receiver to record the
scattered energies that arrives at the surface. The second reason is that the behaviour of wavefronts
has significant impact on the amplitude. Because of the complex model, the rays and wavefronts
experience more caustics (i.e., the rays cross) and shadow zones (i.e., the areas where the density
of rays arriving at the surface is low) on the right side of the scatter points. Once the CSP modeling
has been performed, we are able to compare it with the real data and then obtain an optimum fit
between them. In general, it is expected that the DSR approximation of traveltime meets a
threshold criteria in terms of smoothness and complexity of velocity model.
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a)

b)

Figure 2-17: CSP gather modeling in a complex structure. One scatter point response at (5500,
2450) m of the model in four shot records by (a) receiver location converted to (b) equivalent offset
(ℎ𝑒 ) domain at the scatterpoint location.
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Figure 2-18: Modeled travel time and CSP gather formed at 5500 m from the left edge of the
model. The blue travel time curves are computed from scatter points located at depths of 790 m,
1550, 1755 and 2450m.
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Figure 2-19: Modeled travel time and CSP gather formed at 4000 m from the left edge of the
model. The blue travel time curves are computed from scatter points located at depths of 500 m,
950 m, 2000 m and 2335 m.
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Figure 2-20: Modeled travel time and CSP gather formed at 7000 m from the left edge of the
model. The blue travel time curves are computed from scatter points located at depths of 470 m,
1335 m, 1800 m and 2320 m.
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2.7

Born approximation and scattering potential of elastic waves
After the illustration of traveltime in previous sections, the amplitude of the waveform is

discussed in following section. The formulation is primarily based on the insightful paper of
Beylkin and Burridge (1990) on the subject of perturbation theory for the derivation of a scattered
wave field in an elastic medium. Figure 2-21 shows a continuous elastic model that contain
particles connected to each other through springs. Each particle has a mass and every springs
responds to both compression and shear stress imposed to the model by Lame´ constant.
The equation of motion in an elastic solid is governed by the coupling of the elastic stressstrain relationship (i.e., Hook’s Law) and Newton’s second law in the following forms

ui  (cijkl uk ,l ), j  0,

(2.15)

where ui  ui ( x, t ) is the i th component of the displacement vector,    ( x ) is the density
cijkl  cijkl ( x ) are the elastic constants of the medium at the point x  ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) . In equation (2.15)
..

the superscript “ ” stands for  2 / t 2 and “ , j ” for  / x j and a repeated index implies summation
with respect to this index. Obtaining the elastic constants cijkl of the medium and the density  is
the objective of the inversion.
In general form, they can be represented by their perturbed quantities and a reference medium

c

ijkl

( x) 

true

  cijkl ( x )    cijkl ( x),
0

(2.16)

where  represents a small perturbation. Similarly, for  we have

true ( x )  0 ( x )   ( x ),

(2.17)

where the subscript `true` refers to the true model to be found and the subscript `0` refers to the
initial model to be updated. Other formulations of the perturbation of model parameters are
available. For example, the true elastic property mtrue (true , true , true ) can be decomposed into an
initial model m0 (0 , 0 , 0 ) and a perturbation  m ( ,  ,  ) .
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The components of mtrue (true , true , true ) are given by

true ( x )  0 ( x )   ( x ),
true ( x )  0 ( x )   ( x ),
true ( x )  0 ( x )   ( x ).

(2.18)

where  ( x ) and  ( x ) are elastic constants of stiffness tensor of the model cijkl . In Born
approximation, initial model has the low frequency component of the true model and is assumed
to be close to the true model. The variable x  ( x, y, z ) is the subsurface coordinate. The terms

 ,  and  are the perturbations of the elastic properties which contain the higher frequencies
of the true model, and in our problem are assumed to generate the perturbation of the total scattered
elastic wavefield  d  xs , xr , t  from the medium. The variable x s and xr are the source and
receiver locations. It is assumed that the traveltime of the wavefield traveling through the initial
model is close to the true model.
x1

x3

x2

 12

x1
u( x ,t)

x3
u( x ,t)

 11

 13

Figure 2-21: General description of elastic medium and equation of motion. The left 2D network
correspond to the displacement u( x ,t ) in ( x1 ,x3 ) plane. The right cube is the particle model.
The time-harmonic scattered wave field at the receiver xr from a volume of scatterers D ,
embedded in a background medium characterized by equation (2.15) is given by

 d jk ( xs , xr , t )   t2G jl t Gˆ kl   clmpqG jp ,q  Gˆ kl ,m  dx,
D

(2.19)

where, signs “ G “ and “ Ĝ “ refers Green’s function for the downgoing and upgoing waves, “ t ’
denotes convolution in time, and the subscripts jk refers to the displacement in the k  direction
due to a point force in the j  direction. Equation (2.19) is the basis for scattered elastic waves
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that needs a Green’s function, G , to describe different wave types. The total scattered wavefield,

 d jk , is the superposition of conserved and converted waves as follows
PS
SP
SS
 d jk   d PP
jk   d jk   d jk   d jk .

(2.20)

In 3D models,  d jk , consists of nine components which are the result of combining the three
components from the acquisition source with three components receivers. Although the inversion
approach presented here is applicable to all wavefields in equation (2.20), due to the low Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR) of the amplitude information observed in the used field data and the acquisition
SS
source type deployed, in this study the wavefields  d SP
jk and  d jk have been ignored. In addition,

for analysing P-to-P and P-to-S data with an eighteen components resultant wavefield, two
configurations of the vertical component source for vertical (for P-to-P wavefield) and radial
components (for P-to-S wavefield) are considered.
Generally, the single scattered wavefield components of elastic waves can be expressed by
(Beylkin and Burridge, 1990)
R
 d IRjk   t2  Slm IR AIjl Akm
 (t   I   R )d x ,

(2.21)

IR
where, S pl is the scattering matrix, the superscript I and R are related to incident and reflected

waves. The parameters Aij and  are the amplitude and travel time terms respectively which
characterizes the Green’s function by

Gij  Aij  t    .

(2.22)

Additionally, the parameters A and  satisfy the transport and Eikonal equations derived for a
I
I
I
specific type of wave. For example for incident P-wave it is defined as Ajl  hl Aj and

R
Akm
 hm R AkR with h the polarization unit vector then the equation (2.21) changes to

2
PP I R
 d PP
Aj Ak  ( t   IP   RP )d x ,
jk   t  S

where, S PP is defined as
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(2.23)

 


2
S PP   0 

cos  PP 
cos 2 PP  ,
  2
   2 


(2.24)

Generally, the derived angle-dependent scattering potentials, S , has the form

S IR ( x )  hkI SkiIR hiR ,

(2.25)

IR

where, h refers to polarization vector, and Ski is defined as (see e.g., Ursin and Tygel, 1997)
SkiIR 

 c ( x) R I
 ( x)
 ik  ijkl
p p ,
0 ( x)
 0 ( x) j l

(2.26)

where p is slowness unit vector parallel to the path of the rays. In Figure 2-22, a downgoing plane
wave with frequency  , traveling with velocity vi in direction of its wavenumber vector,

ki  kˆi / vi , incident on a scatter point. The scattered waves travel with velocity vr in direction
of wavenumber, kr  kˆ r / vr . The reflecting surface  has normal vector in direction of

n

k r  ki
. In Figure 2-2, the wavenumber kiP corresponds to incident P-wave, k rP and k rS
k r  ki

correspond to scattered P- and S-waves respectively. The opening angles  PP and  PS are defined
by  PP   i   P and  ps

  i  s ,

where angles  i ,  P and  S are incident, scattered P-wave

and scatterd S-wave angles respectively.
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Figure 2-22: Beylkin and Burridge’s (1990) elastic Born approximation angles. The reflection
surface is shown by  (Modified from Stolt and Weglein, 2012).
Equation (2.26) is a general description of scattering potential for the various types of waves.
Coupling the definition of the stiffness cijkl for as particular model (e.g. elastic, isotropic and
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anisotropic), the slowness, p , as well as the polarization vectors, h , of the incident and scattered
waves have been the basis for modeling and inversion from the amplitude radiation patterns of the
wavefields (Shaw and Sen, 2004). The derived angle-dependent scattering potentials of S PS from
Beylkin and Burridge (1990) are, in terms of Lame’s constants, expressed in equation (2.26) and
given by
 

 vS
S PS ( ,  )   0 
sin  PS 
sin 2 PS  .
 vP
 


(2.27)

For an isotropic model, one can change the variables of the scattering potential of (2.31) to the
perturbation of P-wave velocity vP and S- velocity vS by combining Snell’s law with the
differential operator for first derivative along bedding interface,  , as follows,

  (  vP 2  2 vS 2 ),

(2.28)

  (  vS 2 ),

(2.29)

to get
 v
v
 
S PP (vP , vS ,  )    2 P  4k 2 sin 2  PP S   2 cos 2  P  4k 2 sin 2  P cos 2  P 
.
vS
 
 vP

(2.30)
A similar equation exists for S PS
S

PS

( vs ,  )   sin 

PS





v



S



4k cos  P cos  S  4k 2 sin 2  P  v S  1  2k cos  P cos  S  2k 2 sin 2  P    ,
(2.31)

where

k  vS / vP

(e.g. Mora, 1987 and Jin et al., 1992) . Applying the differentiation operator, 

, and the Snell’s law infer that the boundary across bedding interfaces are used on scattering
potential. As shown in equation (2.19) the perturbation of elastic properties act as a virtual source
in the model when the integration is on the scattering volume D . For considering the layer
boundary, while the Born approximation is useful but the Kirchhoff approximation is a better
alternative. In wave equation the boundary conditions plays an important role in characterizing the
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wave propagation, e.g., Snell’s law and reflection. Numerically this problem is illustrated in
Figure 2-2 where a bottom and top of non-smoothed perturbation creates the reflection and
transmissions. In chapter (4), the scattering potential from equations (2.30) and (2.31) are
analytically compared to the Aki and Richard (1980) reflectivity functions. The boundary
condition associated with Aki and Richard (1980) is based on layer boundary which is consistent
with Kirchhoff approximation. In an iterative scheme the linearized AVO operators are used for
both the forward modeling and inversion algorithm to provide the solution of a more realistic
problem if compared to the Born approximation.
It should be noted that the source signatures are absent here, but in practice appropriate phase
corrections and deconvolution schemes can be employed to remove the effects of the source. More
details about these steps are provided in chapter 5 where I go through numerical field data
examples.
2.8

Conclusions
The objective of this chapter is to visualize the numerical calculations of the estimated travel

times by seismic modeling and imaging using Kirchhoff time migration, Kirchhoff depth
migration, and FDTD methods. I enumerate the following limitations and advantages of Kirchhoffbased methods:
1- The assumption of high frequency on which ray theory modeling requires the grid size to
be sufficiently small to accurately calculate the velocity gradient perpendicular to bedding
interfaces (Wilson et al., 2010).
2- Optimum smoothing is an alternative procedure to alleviate the computational costs of the
fine grids. It requires comparing the true data which contain band-limited frequency data
with modeled data obtained from the ray-based method.
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3- The PSTM one-way wave modeling and migration algorithms assume the straight ray path
approximation. This creates restrictions in terms of accurate angle of incidence and multiple
predictions, both of which influence the amplitude calculation.
4- Most of current standard processing methods are based on one-way solutions of the wave
equation. As such, various multiple elimination, well log and VSP data calibration
techniques have been made available to help processors account for the errors that result
from multiple prediction and elimination to get true amplitude calculation. Hence, assigning
the one-way operators for forward modeling and inversion is reasonable approximation.
5- In the FWI algorithm, the method requires an iterative use of forward modeling and
migration. The advantage of ray-based methods is the lower computational cost and readily
available software for commercial processing, compared to more expensive two-way
operators such as FDTD methods.
6- I used CSP gathers to compare the numerical implementation of PSTM and PSDM with
complex and smoothed structures. The method of FWI using PSTM is fast compared to the
corresponding PSDM technique in forward and inverse iterations; however, since we are
doing time migration, we are limited to models with moderate complexity.
7- The Born approximation has played an important role in designing the inversion of elastic
properties. The formulation of the Born scattering potential is discussed here and in Chapter
(5) and will be compared to the Kirchhoff approximation. The Born approximation is based
on the perturbation of stiffness tensors  cijkl and density  for the particles which is
desired to be inverted given data residual  d . The problem with Born approximation is that
once the perturbation is added to the continuous elastic medium, it acts as body of the model
and its boundaries with surroundings creates additional reflection and transmissions. This
problem is illustrated in numerical example of Figure 2-2 . It shows that the top, bottom and
edges of perturbation can also create scattering. An alternative formulation is surface
integral Kirchhoff approximation which is based on perturbation of  cijkl and density 
along the reflection surface. The approach is similar to linearization of reflectivity function
of Aki and Richard (1980) that in Chapter (5) I will use it for iterative inversion.
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P-to-P velocity inversion in acoustic
approximation

Chapter 3:
3.1

Introduction
I illustrate that PSTM and forward modeling can be implemented within the framework of

iterative inversion schemes for models with smoothed lateral variation in elastic properties. This
chapter is motivated by the formulation of DSR equation in CSP gather of Equivalent Offset
Migration (Bancroft et. al., 1998) as a time imaging approach for P-to-P data and the associated
technique for extracting the velocity information. The objective of this chapter is to enhance the
inversion of velocity of CSP gathers using two strategies. The first strategy is to use only traveltime
information to form the CSP gather. I include the influence of tilt for models with dipping
interfaces to enhance the velocity inversion and to improve the image of migration result. This
approach provides the low frequency component of geological models which can be used as an
initial model for FWI methods (see e.g., Tarantola, 1984b). The second strategy is to implement
and describe the FWI scheme using the PSTM and corresponding forward modeling. The result of
the inversion provides the higher frequency component of subsurface compared to conventional
CSP gather velocity analysis.
3.2

Enhancing the inversion of PSTM velocity by correction of tilt effects in CSP data
In this part, I show that the travel time response of scatter points beneath a dipping interface

experiences an additional linear time shift proportional to offset. This shift happens because the
rays bend as a consequence of velocity change. The normal hyperbolic shape of travel time in CSP
gathers becomes tilted and causes inaccuracy in velocity analysis, since the right- and left-sided
CSP gathers demonstrate different velocities in semblance plots. We improve the focusing of the
separated energy in the semblance plots by removing the tilt effects. As a result, the accuracy of
migration velocity inversion is enhanced and the focusing of the output image of time migration
is improved.
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3.2.1 Tilt and linear time shifts
The problem of lateral velocity variation for mispositioning of the apex of scatter point
responses (diffraction curves) in PSTM has been analytically addressed by Black and Brostowski
(1994). They derived a system of equations by analyzing the ray path geometry of image rays.
Here, we approach the problem by geometrical analysis of the rotation of the velocity model
toward the angle of the bedding interface and its wavefront.
Figure 3-1 shows a simple model with a horizontal interface that separates two layers with two
different velocities. Wavefront propagation from the scatter point R at 4000 m from the left edge
of this model and at a depth of 2500 m is simulated by connecting the isochrones of traced rays.
Note that the wave front time interval is constant. To simply show the possible response from a
scatter point R beneath the dipping interface with dip angle of  , Figure 3-1 is rotated by 
degrees counterclockwise, as depicted in Figure 3-2. Consider two receivers a and b in Figure 3-1
that are symmetric around the z axis (i.e. aO  Ob ). The recorded times on both a and b are equal
because they lie on the same isochrones. This observation implies that the travel time response on
the recording surface is symmetric. In Figure 3-2, the old aO and Ob are transformed to aO and

Ob respectively. The triangles aOa and bOb (the shaded areas) are isosceles because the points

a and b on the recording surface are selected such that aO  aO and Ob  Ob . From the
geometrical analysis of the isosceles triangle the added time ( t ) along the recording surface ( x)
is approximated as
 
2sin  
 2  x,
t 
vave ( x, t )

(3.1)

with vave ( x, t ) being the average velocity and  being the geological dip. Assuming small
variations in vave , equation (3.1) shows that the gradient of t is proportional to x . Hence, the
travel time response can be approximated by adding a linear time shift to the normal hyperbola. In
other words, since the recording surface records the asymmetric wavefront with respect to z  axis,
the recorded travel time is an asymmetric and tilted hyperbola.
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Figure 3-1: Scatter point response below a horizontal interface
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Figure 3-2: Scatter point response below a dipping interface
3.2.2 Tilt in CSP data
Figure 3-3 displays a dipping reflector velocity model. A scatterpoint wavefront is simulated
using ray tracing approach. Inspired from the effects of equation (3.1) on CSP data, the CSP
response of the numerical model is simulated. In Figure 3-3b, the recorded traveltime response
from the scatter point (blue dotted curve) and the corresponding normal symmetric hyperbola (red
curve) are compared. Figure 3-3c shows the difference between two curves. The difference curve
indicates an approximate linear time shift at small equivalent offsets as
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ttilted  tnormal   he ,

(3.2)

where, tnormal is the traveltime of a normal hyperbola corresponding to the diffraction rays passing
through a horizontal interface (as shown in Figure 3-3a), and ttilted is the real travel time in the
form of the tilted hyperbola. The parameter  (s/m) is the tilt coefficient that needs to be estimated
using the slope of time difference curve (i.e., slope of curve in Figure 3-3c).

(a)

ttilted  tnormal ( s )

(b)

(c)
Figure 3-3: Travel time simulation (a) rays and wave front construction of a diffraction of a scatter
point under a simple dipping interface (b) recorded travel time in equivalent offset domain (blue)
with normal hyperbola (red) (c) the time shifts.
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3.2.3 Marmousi data set example
The Marmousi complex model contains dipping interfaces with lateral velocity variations. The
Marmousi data set consists of 240 shots spaced at 25 m. The spread has 96 receivers separated by
25 m at an offset of 200 m from the shot (Versteeg, 1994). A scatterpoint at the x  3200m
coordinate of the model is selected for analysis. In Figure 3-4 the rays and wave front behavior
from scatter points A and B at the depths of 1500 m and 2400 m are simulated. The ray-tracing
travel times are converted to the equivalent offset domain using equations (2.13) and (2.14). As
shown in Figure 3-5, the modeled CSP gather of x  3200 m shows a reasonable fit with the real
CSP gather obtained from synthetic data.
The effect of tilt on the resolution of the semblance plot is a function of the separation of the
energy on the left side of the CSP data (i.e., he  0 ) and the right side of the CSP gather (i.e., he  0
). Figure 3-6 compares the semblance plot of the left-sided with the right-sided gather. For scatter
points A and B, the velocity contrast is around 200 m/s. We used two methodologies to resolve
this problem.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-4: Two scatter point responses and their wave front construction at the 3200 m lateral
coordinate of the Marmousi model at depths of (a) 1500 m and (b) 2400 m .
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Figure 3-5: Comparison of modeled scatter point responses from Figure 3-4 in the equivalent
offset domain and in the CSP gather.

V=1984 m/s

V=2196 m/s

A

A

B

V=2700 m/s

V=2480 m/s

B

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-6: Semblance plot for (a) the left-sided and (b) the right-sided CSP gather
3.2.4 Method (I): Application of Hyperbolic Least Square Fitting
Given n points of the CSP events, i.e., (he , t ) , the equation of the hyperbola. The purpose of
least squares fitting is to determine the values of the coefficients, i.e., the coefficient vector, which
minimizes the sum of the squares of the errors. In this study, the method proposed by Leary (Leary,
2004) is used which finds the equation of non-symmetric hyperbolae by a least squares fitting
using a generalized eigenvectors approach.
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If the parameters of the hyperbolic equation of the CSP data are determined, then it is possible
to find its other properties, such as the tilt and the principle axis. Then we are able to rotate its
principle axis to the vertical and to determine its velocity. In Figure 3-7, the modeled travel time
of two events A and B at zero offset times of   1.5 s and   2.1 s are analyzed. The blue curves
show the original time in the equivalent offset domain. The normal hyperbola after removing the
tilt from blue curve by least squares is shown by red curve. Comparing original times with the
normal hyperbola, the tilt coefficients for scatter points A and B are determined to be
  2.23  105 (s/m) and   2.3  10 5 (s/m) respectively. This is an accurate approach, and its

efficiency requires picking scattered events appropriately.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3-7: Modeled travel time analysis of CSP gather (a & b) comparisons of travel times of
scatter points A and B with its normal hyperbola (c & d) the linear time shifts. The vertical axis of
(c & d) represents traveltime hift.
3.2.5 Method (II): Linear Time-Shifted Hyperbolic Radon Transform
In order to map the hyperbolic event to a focused point in the hyperbolic Radon domain, we
use a Linear Time-Shifted Hyperbolic Radon Transform (LTSHR) transform that operates on the
travel time path defined by equation (3.2). Let d represent a seismic signal in a CSP gather. The
stacking path in the Radon formula is defined as:
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(3.3)

with t being the two-way travel time and vm the migration velocity. The algorithm for creation of
the LTSHR domain is similar to the hyperbolic Radon transform, with an additional loop
introduced for different tilt coefficients  . This forms a 3D semblance cube of CSP gather with
dimension  , vm ,   as shown in Figure 3-8. The left face of the cube represents the regular
semblance plot. From the left face to the right, semblance plots correspond to increased values of
the tilt coefficient,  . As seen inside the cube, the defocusing of energy due to tilt in the hyperbola
is corrected if compared with   0 . This can be seen in two semblance time slices for scatter
point A and B in Figure 3-8b and Figure 3-8c as the base of the slice represents the regular
semblance plot. The black curve in the semblance cube indicates the picked optimum values of 
at every interval. Finally, for migration velocity, semblance values of optimum  were picked as
shown by the red curve of Figure 3-8a.
Figure 3-9 compares the regular semblance plot with the modified semblance plot obtained with
the optimum  and ttilted corrections of equation (3.2). As highlighted with circles, comparing the
focusing of semblance values shows that the accuracy of velocity picking has increased in this
model due to focusing of energy of scatterpoint. Although ray tracing can estimate more accurate
traveltime of the scatterpoint using ray tracing, however, tilt approximation of dipping layers
models is useful when the ray tracing is not available. The appropriate NMO on the CSP gather
enhanced the output image of the EOM process. As shown in Figure 3-10, it increases the image
quality by focusing the scattered energies and reducing the mispositioning errors due to the tilt
effect.
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A

 optimum

b)

Vmig
B

c)

a)

Figure 3-8: LTSHR transform of CSP gather. a) The semblance cube computed based on (b) The
time slice for scatter point A, with optimum   2.1  105 (s/m), (c) the time slice for scatter point
B, with optimum 

 1.3  10

5

(s/m).
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Figure 3-9: Comparison of (a) regular semblance plot with (b) semblance according to linear time
shift hyperbolic Radon transform with optimum  .
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Figure 3-10: Image construction using: a) regular PSTM and b) Removed tilt PSTM.
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3.3

Acoustic FWI method for P-to-P velocity inversion using time imaging
In this section, the implementation of the FWI algorithms for velocity inversion using PSTM

methods is discussed. A forward Kirchhoff operator for the prediction of shot records from the
reflectivity function is used. The relationship between the perturbed shots and the velocity model
is used to facilitate the estimation of the gradient function using Prestack Kirchhoff Time
Migration (PSTM) and its associated forward operator for the updating process. The data is
obtained using forward Kirchhoff operator from the acoustic synthetic model on the left side of
Marmousi where the lateral variation in velocity is small.
3.3.1 Theory
Acoustic Born integral solution to the wave equation formula can be written in the form of
(Beylkin and Burridge, 1990 and Kroode, 2012)

2
 d( xr , xs ,t )  2  dx3G0 ( xr , x ,t)S( x , )G0 ( x , xs ,t ),
t

(3.4)

where, S( x , ) is angle dependent scattering potential function defined by
S( x , ) 


2  v( x )  ( x )

cos 2   ,
2 
0v0  v0 ( x ) 0 ( x )


(3.5)

and  is the angle between incident and reflected waves, G0 is the Greens function satisfying
acoustic wave equation. In this chapter, the density variation is assumed to be constant, and the
density term in equation (3.5) is ignored.
The velocity perturbation  v( x ) is given by (Tarantola, 1984)
 v( x )    dxr dxs A ( xs , x )A ( x , xr )  d( xr , xs ,t   P   P )  s( t ),

(3.6)

xs xr

where, A( xs , x ) and A( x , xr ) are the true amplitude term of downgoing and upgoing wave
respectively, the superscripts



are corresponding adjoint amplitude operators. s is the source

signature. Equation (3.4) serves as a forward operator that distributes the energy of the scatter
point to model the shot records. The migration operator is the diffraction stack integral in equation
(3.6) that sums the distributed energy and locates it on the subsurface coordinate. Equation (3.6)
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indicates that velocity perturbation is obtained by migration and deconvolution with the source
function.
The Computational burden is a problem for implementation because equations (3.4) and (3.6)
require ray tracing as the subsurface coordinate is defined in depth. To have cheaper computational
time, PSTM and corresponding forward modeling is used. This states that without the loss of
generality, depth domain z of the model parameters are transformed to  domain. So, if the
structure of  v ( x, z ) and the formulation of forward modeling and migration can be adjusted to a
time imaging approach, then we can estimate  v ( x, ) using the framework of FWI algorithms that
are commonly used for inversion. For forward modeling of equation (3.4), the Kirchhoff operator
is used, and for inversion of equation (3.6), the EOM approach of Bancroft et. al., (1998) is used.
All operators and velocity models are updated during the iteration procedure.
Figure 3-11and Figure 3-12 show a two-layer medium containing velocities v1 and v2 and
illustrate the kinematical difference of the algorithms in depth ( z ) and time (  ) Figure 3-11a
shows a simple velocity model where the velocity changes from v1 to v2 at z1 . The initial velocity
model, Figure 3-11b, is assumed to change from v1 to v2 at z2 . For simplicity, assuming true
amplitude and multiple-free data the analytical estimated gradient  ( z ) is a boxcar function given
by (Innanen and Margrave, 2011)

 ( z)  K  H ( z  z1 )  H ( z  z2 )  ,

(3.7)

where H is the step function and K contains true amplitude and velocity and density of
background model. This is also shown in Figure 3-11c. By combining the initial model and
gradient function, after the first iteration, the inversion for the true velocity model is complete.
Given equations (3.4) and (3.6), without the loss of generality, the time domain gradient  ( ) in
Figure 3-12c will be scaled (and integrated in time) and have a similar shape to equation (3.7) as
denoted by

 ( )  K  H (t 1 )  H (t  2 )  .

(3.8)

The shape of velocities is the same in time as in depth, however the main difference between
equation (3.7) and (3.8)is that in time, stretching effects occur as a result of depth-to-time
conversion.
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vtrue

vinitial

( z )

z1
z2

a)
b)
c)
Figure 3-11: Kinematics of FWI using depth migration. a) Plot of a velocity model v ( z ) versus
depth z , b) starting velocity model and c) the gradient of the misfit function  ( z ) in the first
iteration.

vtrue

vinitial

 ( )

1

2
a)
b)
c)
Figure 3-12: Kinematics of FWI using time migration. a) Plot of the velocity model in Figure 3-11
versus time  , b) starting velocity in time and c) the gradient of misfit function  ( ) in the first
iteration.
The starting velocity model can be obtained from smoothed true velocity and is used to initiate
the FWI process. The workflow for the FWI algorithm using PSTM is summarized in Figure 3-13
as follows:
1. Establish the starting velocity model.
2. Run the forward model of the shot records using equation (3.4).
3. Compute the gradient of the misﬁt function with  ( x, ) using equation (3.6).
4. Search for the optimum step length  in the steepest descent method.
5. Updated the model v( x, ) .
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6. Convert v( x, ) to vrms ( x, ) in preparation for the next iteration migration and forward
modeling.
 ( x, )

vstarting ( x, )
No

Scan for step length

vrms ( x, )

 u( x,h,t )

 u( x,t )

Update

v( x, )

small
enough
?
yes
End

Figure 3-13: Simplified workflow for updating the velocity model using the time migration FWI
algorithm.
3.3.2 Numerical example:
As shown in Figure 3-14a, a synthetic numerical model from Marmousi’s left side model (with
small lateral variations in the velocity) was selected. The density is assigned to be constant. The
starting model was defined by applying a 2D Gaussian smoother of 700m length to the true model
(i.e., Figure 3-14c). The Kirchhoff operators for the forward modeling produced 21 shots records,
each with 201 receivers in split spread configuration with receiver spacing of 12.5m. The inversion
implemented to a range 5-12 Hz frequencies. A number of wavelets were employed, with
minimum phase and a range of dominant frequencies that was arbitrarily chosen to vary from 5 to
12 Hz. To match the frequency range of the “true” data to the modeled data, same bandpass filters
were applied to model data. For convergence criterion, the iteration began with a 5Hz wavelet in
the modeled shot records and allowed its frequency to increase to a maximum of 12 Hz, with
increments of 0.5 Hz. The iterations performed on the starting velocity model ultimately gave an
approximation of the true model. Figure 3-14d compares the true model with the inverted model
after 45 iterations. Figure 3-14a is the velocity in depth domain that transformed to P-to-P time in
Figure 3-14b. All iterations update the velocity to P-to-P time giving consistent inversion output
with the true model. For comparison, Figure 3-15 shows the vertical profile of an updated velocity
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at the 1800m lateral position (black line) within the model and gives the overall reconstruction of
the true model. Figure 3-16 shows the trend of the updating process versus iteration numbers. The
first iteration number corresponds to initial model and the last one is the output of the algorithm.
The trend shows that after 20 iterations the model construction accelerates because of the least
square fitting associated with the event at   1.75s .
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Figure 3-14: Numerical example of FWI using PSTM a) True velocity vs depth b) True velocity
vs time c) starting velocity obtained by a 700m Gaussian smoothing operator d) The inverted
velocity after 45 iterations. Color scale is the velocity and the vertical line in (c) indicates the well
location at 1800m.
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Figure 3-15: Comparison between the true velocity model (solid red) the starting model (green
dashed) and the FWI model (dashed dot black) at 1800m lateral position.
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Figure 3-16: FWI inversion updating trend of vertical profile at 1800m lateral position. a) The true
velocity of a well profile. b) Velocity updates vs. iteration number of this well profile.
3.4

Conclusions
By wavefront numerical analysis, a relationship is established between the tilted 2-D

hyperbolic travel time responses of scatter points below dipping interface with that from a constant
lateral gradient model. It is shown that a similar tilt effect exists on the CSP data. This causes a
lack of clarity and accuracy in velocity picking using the semblance plots. We proposed two
remedial approaches to determine the optimum tilt coefficient. Removing of the tilt leads to
focusing of energies in CSP data and to increasing the resolution of semblance plots. We showed
that removing of tilt can enhance the imaging output by focusing the energy.
In case of geological structure with small lateral velocity variation, the linearized solution of the
seismic reflection inverse problem can be obtained using the Prestack Kirchhoff Time Migration
(PSTM) and corresponding forward modeling. It requires updating the velocity in time and it
incorporates accurate diffraction stack weighting of the PSTM data.
The implementation of PSTM and corresponding forward modeling in the FWI algorithm for
velocity inversion of isotropic and acoustic medium is demonstrated. The advantage of the method
is its low computational cost compared to corresponding PSDM techniques. In PSTM approach,
the traveltime is approximated from the Double Square Root (DSR) equation. For geologically
complex structures, due to the limitations of forward modeling and its migration operator, the
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inversion procedure is not accurate compared to the use of depth migration that requires ray tracing
algorithms.
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Iterative multiparameter elastic waveform
inversion using Kirchhoff approximation
Chapter 4:
4.1

Introduction
Chapter 2 explains the procedure of FWI and the concept of scattering waves based on the

Born approximation solution of the wave equation. Chapter 3 gives numerical insight into the
solution of the inverse problem where the time imaging method. The method presented in Chapter
3 is applicable for all types of Kirchhoff based time migrations. In this chapter, communication
between the Born and Kirchhoff approximation

is used. Forward modeling and

migration/inversion is applied to the elastic FWI method according to surface integral Kirchhoff
approximation (Figure 4-1). Here, Kirchhoff migration combined with the approximation of the
DSR equation is used for migration/inversion. The inversion of elastic properties from P-to-P and
P-to-S waves using DSR migration is illustrated numerically. The advantage of Kirchhoff
approximation over Born approximation are illustrated using associated boundary conditions and
numerical examples.

Overview of FWI method and our contribution
Tarantola ‘s
Inversion method
(Iterative)

Bleistein ‘s
Inversion method
(Kirchhoff)

Beylkin ‘s
Inversion method
(Born)

Figure 4-1: Relationship between the Kirchhoff migration/inversion and FWI method
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4.2

Relationship between the Born and Kirchhoff approximation
Formulation of Born and Kirchhoff approximation are asymptotically similar given a smooth

error (Beylkin and Burridge, 1990, Jaramillo and Bleistein, 1999, Shaw and Sen, 2004 and Kroode,
2012). Their difference comes from their model perturbation shapes and associated boundary
condition. In contrast with Born approximation, where  m has Heaviside-type singularity, in
Kirchhoff approximation, the singularity of δm is defined by a delta function in a coordinate
orthogonal to the reflector, χ ( x) , and the boundary condition given by
R

δm( x )= Δm(x)χ R ( x ),
n

(4.1)

which after substituting into equation (2.21) transforms the volume integral to the surface integral
(see e.g. Kroode, 2012). Ursin and Tygel (1997) interpret the Kirchhoff surface scattering integral
by applying the divergence theorem to the Born scattering volume integral. Figure 4-2 defines a
surface,  , along which the medium,

m , varies steeply, e.g. equation (4.1). The gradient of
surface,  , is parallel to the gradient direction of m . Now, we have
mtrue =



m0+Δm  , above 
,
m0+Δm  , below 

(4.2)

where m0 is a function in D and m  are smooth functions (i.e. perturbations) above and below,
 , respectively. As shown in Figure 4-2b, if the integration domain is divided into the upper and

lower hemispherical volumes D and D respectively, then we can decompose the total volume
integrals of equations (2.21) over D into two volume integrals over D and D

 d   S ( x )ei dx  S ( x )ei dx   S ( x )ei dx.
D

D

D

(4.3)

The S( x ) and  can be scatter potential and traveltime respectively. The asymptotic
approximation of the Fourier integral shows how to decompose a volume integral into a surface
over D (with a normal vector n as seen in Figure 4-2a) and a volume integral over D is as
follows (Bleistein, 1984)
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1 
n. ( x ) i
S ( x ) ( x)  i 

 d   S ( x )e dx    S ( x)
e d   .
e dx  . (4.4)
2
2
D
D


i  D
 ( x )
 ( x )





i

For the case of volume integral in Figure 4-2a, the supporting scattering is inside the volume, D ,
and because of the Sommerfield radiation conditions, the contribution of the integration over the
surface, D is small compared to the total volume D . For the case of surface integral in
Figure 4-2b, the surface integrals are the dominant contributors. This is because the D surface 
, which is the main contributor to both region integrals, belongs to the surface D  . The
Sommerfield radiation condition applies to boundaries and total integral contributions are

I   i  S  ( x )


n. ( x)
 ( x)

2

ei d ,

(4.5)

ei d .

(4.6)

and

I   i  S  ( x )


n. ( x )
 ( x )

2

Using (2.29) , (2.30), (4.5) and (4.6) we have scattering operator as


S ( x)  [



c ( x )  cijkl ( x ) R I I R
  ( x )    ( x )
 ik  ijkl
p j pl ]hk hi ,
0 ( x )
0 ( x )

(4.7)

Equation (2.25) expresses the radiation pattern of the scattering potential of the Born
approximation as step-like, whereas equation (4.7) displays that of the Kirchhoff approximation
as spike-like, which is a result of singularities over the surface  (i.e. steep gradient of elastic
properties). A continuum elastic model is displayed in Figure 4-3. A typical perturbation  m is
considered. Note that here,  m  mtrue  mbackground where, mbackground is a background model. As
seen in Figure 4-3a, the first order Born approximation consider the perturbation independently
from its surroundings which infers that although the background model of Born approximation is
continuous, however, the continuity of the perturbed model with its surrounding is neglected at
bedding interfaces. Continuity of perturbation across the bedding interface is considered in the
Kirchhoff approximation as illustrated in Figure 4-3b, where the differential of both particles  m 
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and  m  with respect to layer boundary, i.e., m   m  , is considered. Hence, for this
perturbation the surface integral Kirchhoff approximation considers the bedding interfaces within
the perturbed model. In iterative inversion algorithm, after the first iteration, the background model
parameters are updated which produce the reflection boundaries. In this situation, Kirchhoff
approximation is more useful for forward modeling. Consistent with forward modeling, the
inversion is based on reflectivity function of Zoeppritz equations (Aki and Richards, 1980).
Therefore, the boundaries of updated model produces reflection to be used in estimation of gradient
function. In the next section, the linearized reflectivity function of Zoeppritz equations is compared
to scattering potential of Born approximations, then the algorithm used for iterative inversion is
illustrated using numerical examples.

D

D 



D
n

n

D
n





D

D 

a)
b)
Figure 4-2: The relationship between the Born approximation (volume integral) and the Kirchhoff
approximation (surface integral). Adapted from Bleistein et al. (2001).
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Boundary
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( m )
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a)
b)
Figure 4-3: The illustration of the perturbation of a continuous elastic model using: a) the Born
approximation and b) the Kirchhoff approximation.
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4.3

Scattering potential of Born approximation vs reflectivity function of Kirchhoff
approximation
The Zoeppritz reflectivity functions of P-to-P, R PP and P-to-S, R PS , waves are related to

equations (2.26) and (2.27) by (Shaw and Sen, 2004 and Ursin and Tygel , 1997)

R PP 

1
 PP
S ,
2 P
4 0 cos  n

(4.8)

tan  S
 PS
S .
PS
2 0 sin( ) n

(4.9)

and

R PS 

Hence, instead of scattering potential of Born operators, the iterative scheme uses Kirchhoff
operator with Zoeppritz reflectivity functions (Aki and Richards, 1980) for forward modeling and
the migration operators. The simple example in Figure 4-3 illustrates that the derivative operator

changes the shape of a perturbed model. A well log data in Figure 4-3a is smoothed as an initial
n

model. The difference of initial and true model is the perturbation to be found by inversion. The
shape of perturbation is consistent with the Born inversion but the shape of the derivative of
perturbation is consistent with Kirchhoff approximation. Both perturbation and its derivative are
normalized and depicted in Figure 4-3b. In practice, when using Kirchhoff operators, the optimum
weight function A can be assigned to account for several amplitude factors such as attenuation,
reflection, transmission and geometrical spreading factor. In the next section, numerical examples
will show the iterative inversion process and the DSR traveltime approximation techniques for
models with smoothly varying elastic properties.
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Figure 4-4: a) An example of the shape of model perturbation from a true velocity. b) Comparison
between the shape of normalized model perturbation in the normalized inversion using the Born
and Kirchhoff approximations.
4.4

Travel time considerations for simultaneous inversion of P-to-P and P-to-S data
In PSTM approximation the associated travel times are calculated from the Root Mean Square

(RMS) velocity of P-wave v

P
RMS

and S-wave v

S
RMS

. The amplitude function is obtained using an

estimation of the reflectivity function obtained from the Zoeppritz solvers (Aki and Richards,
1980). In the forward modeling, the travel time for P-P data is approximated by

t pp   P (s, x)   P ( x, r ) 

r (s, x) r ( x, r )

,
v P RMS v P RMS

(4.10)

and the travel time for the P-S data is obtained by

t ps   P (s, x)   S ( x, r ) 

r (s, x) r ( x, r )

.
v P RMS v S RMS

(4.11)

To study the different methodologies for converted wave data processing and migration, the reader
is referred to Mi and Margrave (2001). A common approach for time migration of P-to-S data is
to find the image based on Common Converted Point (CCP), which ultimately maps the energy
on P-to-S time. This procedure is useful during imaging if the shear velocity of the subsurface is
unknown. This is displayed graphically in Figure 4-5a using synthetic model where the
vS

vP

and

of the medium are plotted versus t PP and t PS respectively. Figure 4-5b shows the migrated
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section of the P-to-P and P-to-S data obtained from the model Figure 4-4a. This shows that the Pto-S data space is mapped to the model space in t PS coordinate, inferring that after imaging both Pto-P and P-to-S waves, a P-to-P and P-to-S registration are required to identify the events for
interpretation.
In this thesis, the associated travel times are approximated by Dix’s equation( Dix, 1955). The
term  P ( s, x) is the common travel time for both P-to-P and P-to-S data, and is used to form prestack
volumes of the input elastic properties. For migration of P-to-P and P-to-S data, the algorithm sums
the hyperbola corresponding to t PP and t PS , respectively and maps the result to P-to-P zero offset
time  . For forward modeling of P-to-P and P-to-S data, the algorithm distributes the energy of
model in P-to-P zero offset time  to the path estimated by hyperbola corresponding to t PP and t PS
. For inversion the image gathers are required to perform AVO inversion. Combination of both
operation is called migration/inversion F  as discussed in equation (2.8). For P-to-P data the
weight function of Bleistein (2001) and for P-to-S data the derived weight function of Cary and
Zhang (2011) is used.

a)

b)

Figure 4-5: Inconsistency between time of velocity model vs migrated CCP section. a) Velocity
profile of P and S waves in P-P and P-S time respectively. b) Migration of P-to-P and P-to-S data
in P-to-P and P-to-S time.
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4.5

Description of workflow for iterative inversion
The workflow for inversion of elastic properties using the method of steepest descent is

summarized in Figure 4-5. As in the inversion strategy proposed by Tarantola (1986), we can first
invert for more contributing model parameters
starting v p and

m

such as v p and

vs , then invert for

  . The

vs can be obtained by conventional velocity analysis such as prestack migration

gathers or available well log information. The updated model is used to update the forward
modeling operator f and F  to improve the travel time in each step. This is done using the
relationship between the updated interval velocity to RMS velocity (Dix, 1955).

i  i 1

mi

Update

mi 1  mi   i i

Update
PP

fi , fi

Step length

 iPP ,  iPS

PS

diPP  fi PP (mi )

 diPP ,  diPS

diPS  fi PS (mi )
Input data conditioning

No

 iPP  F PP* diPP

 iPS  F PS * diPS

Threshold
PP
PS
dtrue
, dtrue

Yes

moutput
Figure 4-6: Simplified workflow for updating the elastic model
method. The superscript  is the migration/inversion operator.
4.6

m(vP ,vs , ρ) using the PSTM

Numerical implementation for gradient estimation
Figure 4-6 shows a geological model where the elastic properties vary in different depth. The

model is mapped to P-to-P time. The source and receivers are on the surface. Figure 4-7
demonstrates the different radiation patterns and reflectivity of scattered P-to-P and P-to-S wave
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fields. For all individual shot records, each scatter point response is migrated to its P-to-P time
(e.g., Figure 4-4). By gathering all migrated shot data, we are able to sort all individual scatter
point responses to form a common image gather. Since the algorithm is based on the common
travel time of scatter points, the travel time acts as a pseudo-depth and removes the need for ray
tracing. For complex structures one may add the ray tracing to the algorithm.

model
0


vs
vp

Time (s)

0.5

1

1.5

1500

2000

2500
3000
Velocity (m/s)

3500

4000

Figure 4-7: Geological model having changes in elastic properties at three different depths. The
unit for density is kg / m3 .
The multiparameter gradient function is obtained in a similar way to conventional AVO
inversion. For each scatter point, two systems of equations are formed for P-to-P (to solve for three
unknowns vP ,

vS and  ) and for P-to-S (to solve for two unknowns vS and  ). An example

of this operator at 0.75 s is shown in Figure 4-9. The initial model operators coefficient is produced
from smoothed model. The comparision of the operators from smoothed and true model shows
that the operator for the inversion is more dependent on the knowledge of the velocity field at far
offsets. In addition, note the similarity of inversion operators of
and

vS and

vP and

  for P-to-P wavefield

  for smaller incident angles. This creates a deficiency in rank of the inversion

matrix. For this problem, we need to identify the density field in the real data to enhance the
gradient functions.
The inversion of P-to-P and P-to-S data can be done separately or simultaneously; however,
simultaneous inversion is more stable because the results can be combined and compared with
well log data. Note that the term “simultaneous inversion” refers to the travel time; it is different
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from other authors’ s terminology, which assumes a relationships between

vP , vs and  to reduce

equations (4.8) and (4.9) to two equations and two unknowns. Examples of their strategy vary
from Garner’s relationship (Smith and Gidlow; 1987, Stewart, 1990) or a constant

vP to vs ratio.

Without loss of generality, we can implement them in the frame of FWI for gradient calculations.
P-S modeled data:   , v p and  v s @ 1.12s, 1.50s and 1.87s respectedly
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Figure 4-8: Radiation patterns and reflectivity of a scattered wave field recorded at surface. The
model is shown in Figure 4-6 and the offset corresponds to the source position. a) The vertical
component of a shot record of P-to-P data. b) The horizontal component of a shot record of P-toS data c) The migration of (a) with true amplitude correction d) The migration of (b) with true
amplitude correction.
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Figure 4-9: A sample scatter point: the angle-dependent matrix operator coefficient (linearized
AVO matrix) based on Aki and Richard (1980) for: a) P-to-P radiated waves b) P-to-S radiated
waves. Note that the legend shows that dotted lines are initial models.

4.7

Description of the inversion process
In this section, the estimation of gradient function using reflectivity function is illustrated by

numerical examples. Figure 4-10 displays a numerical estimation of the P-to-P and P-to-S
reflectivity data from a single shot in a 1-D geological model with an upper horizontal layer with
v p  3000 m/s, vs  1500 m/s and   2000 kg/m3 and a lower horizontal layer that has v p  4000

m/s, vs  2000 m/s and   2300 kg/m3. For demonstration purposes let us assume that the final
output of the migration/inversion is a delta function with the amplitude of the reflectivity.
Figure 4-10a and Figure 4-10c show the migrated/inverted data residual between the true data
true
true
reflectivity of the P-to-P and P-to-S waves ( Rpp and Rps ) located at the true depth z true and the
m
m
modeled reflectivity R pp and R ps located at initial depth z m . The angle-dependent elastic

parameters for calculation of the P-to-P data residual Iresidual
from the Zoeppritz equations can be
pp
written as
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true
m
Iresidual
 Rpp
 Rpp
(v p , vs ,  ),
pp

(4.12)

which is defined for P-to-P wave. In the shot record, for normal incident P-wave, the contribution
of

vs

is neglected. Similarly, for the P-to-S wave at an arbitrary non-normal angle of incidence

  20 we have
m
Iresidual
 Rtrue
ps
ps  Rps (vs ,  ),

(4.13)

where for Rpsm, the reflectivity has been scaled to a non-normal angle of incidence (  ps  20 ).
An integration of the data residual (Figure 4-10b & Figure 4-10d) is equivalent to the gradient for
all parameters. The P-to-P wave is expressed as

 m ( v p ,  vs ,  )   pp  I residual
( z )dn
pp

(4.14)

Similarly for P-to-S wave we have

 m (vs ,  )   vs ( z )   ( z )   ps  I residual
( z )dn,
ps

(4.15)

where for a flat reflector, n is the z direction. Note that in equations (4.14) and (4.15) , the
variables

z

and  are interchangeable using depth-to-time (or time-to-depth) conversion

techniques (e.g., Hubral, 1997).
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Figure 4-10: A numerical example of FWI and the contribution of elastic properties to the gradient
calculation. a) The true amplitude migrated P-to-P data residual after removal of the source
signature (assuming full band reflectivity is a spike). b) Integration of Figure 4-10a to give the
gradient function of P-to-P data. c) The true amplitude migrated P-to-S data residual after removal
of the source signature (assuming full band reflectivity is a spike). d) Integration of Figure 4-10c
to give the gradient function of P-S data.
4.8

The effects of data noise and band limitation on FWI
Figure 4-11 demonstrates the effects of low SNR and limitation of frequency bands of the

signal which are two common problems found in recorded data. The blue curve in Figure 4-11a is
a data residual signal to be added to the noise with a Gaussian distribution as shown by the brown
curve. The integration of the noisy residual is shown by the dotted black curve. The integration of
Gaussian distribution produce fluctuation on the shape of gradient function but it does not have
strong effect on its shape. Tarantola (1984) suggested using appropriate smoothing operators to
improve the inversion result. In this study, for the available recorded field P-to-S data that has low
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SNR, all the data are migrated and visual comparison is used to determine the step length. Further
discussion on this issue is found in our field data example. We also note that the reflectivity
functions of field data are band-limited. Figure 4-11b is compares the integration of reflectivity

R with the integration of bandlimited R within range of 5 Hz to 45 Hz. The band-limited
reflectivity functions produce artefacts in the inversion. The lack of zero frequency causes the
integral output of equations (4.14) and (4.15) to not produce an accurate gradient function, which
should be a perfect step function as in Figure 4-11b. For more examples of artefacts on band
limitation, the reader is referred to Bleistein et al. (2001), Innanen (2011) and Kroode ( 2013).
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Figure 4-11: Numerical considerations of FWI. a) The influence of random noise on the gradient
function. b) The influence of band limitation (low cut 5Hz filtered data residual) on the gradient
function.
4.9

The initial model and data conditioning
As in the inversion strategy proposed by Tarantola (1986), we can first invert for v p and

, then invert for  . The starting v p and

vs

vs can be obtained by conventional velocity analysis

such as prestack migration gathers or available well log information. The updated model is used
to update the forward modeling operator f and its migration/inversion F  to improve the travel
time in each step. This is done using the relationship between the updated interval velocities to
RMS velocity (Dix, 1955). The data conditioning of the full wave field examples were studied by
several authors (e.g., Sears et al., 2008 and Warner et. al., 2013). However, in time imaging
techniques, the procedure of waveform inversion is slightly different because it is based on the
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linearization of seismic reflection data (primary reflection data). Therefore, in real field data we
will have to eliminate noise and preserve true amplitude in order to minimize the objective
function. Noise in this case is any signal that is not a reflected wave and is not included in the
forward modeling. Examples of noise are multiples, surface waves, surface related noise, and dead
traces. The effects of the source wavelet should be removed from data residuals by appropriate
deconvolution methods prior to calculating the gradient function. As previously stated
improvements in the bandwidth of the signal can improve gradient functions.
4.10 Conclusions
An inversion method based on Kirchhoff approximation (e.g., Bleistein, 1984) has been
developed. The advantage of the Kirchhoff approximation is that both of forward and inverse
problem deal with change of elastic properties across bedding interfaces compared to the Born
approximation that consider variation of model parameters. Consequently, the shape of scattering
potential of Born approximation is step-like while the shape of reflectivity functions of Kirchhoff
approximation is spike like with respect to reflectors normal vector (see e.g., Beylkin and Burridge,
1985, Jaramillo and Bleistein, 1999, Kroode, 2013 and Shaw and Sen , 2004). The method is more
stable than the Born approximation because the output of the inversion of spike-like properties
provide more stable tie with well control for band limited data (Bleistein, 1987). The Kirchhoff
approximation is applied in the framework of FWI in the steepest descent inversion scheme and
the gradient functions are obtained by AVO inversion of data residual and integrating in the
direction of the vectors perpendicular to the reflectors (i.e., normal rays). The gradient is scaled
and used for updating the current model, forward, migration with AVO inversion operators. To
overcome with large computational burdens of elastic wave solutions, the forward modeling and
inversion operators are based on time imaging methods. It requires updating the model in time and
it comprises diffraction stack weighting of PSTM that is formulated by Double Square Root (DSR)
equation. The approach is efficient for smoothly lateral variation of model, however, for the
geologically complex structures the ray tracing techniques can be used to enhance the overcome
the limitation of forward modeling and its migration operators.
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Numerical examples of multiparameter
elastic waveform inversion
Chapter 5:
5.1

Introduction
The inversion result of synthetic and field data examples are presented to demonstrate the

efficiency and limitation of FWI method for different data sets. I first show the successful inversion
result of multicomponent P-to-P and P-to-S data obtained from a simple model that has a layer
with constant P-wave velocity but with change in S-wave velocity. In the subsequent example, I
use a more complicated model obtained from a real well log data set. I show that the forward
modeling provides the radiation pattern of the forward modeling that can be visible in the migrated
image as real and imaginary component used in waveform inversion process. The first field data
example consists of a Nexen Energy ULC multicomponent data set (e.g., vertical and radial
components) with limited offset. The second field example is provided with long offset but only
the vertical component is available. The third example is inversion result of low SNR of a SH-toSH data obtained from lateral component of a wavefield that has shear source. Most of the
processing steps have been performed with Matlab programming codes. In addition, Vista
processing software was used for true amplitude compensations such as attenuation of field data.
5.2

Synthetic numerical example: P-P and P-S blocky model
The true, starting, and inverted velocity, for the P- and S- waves of a 1D synthetic geologic

model are shown in Figure 5-1. The second layer has no change in P-wave velocity, but an increase
in S-wave velocity. The inversion scheme considers the mode-converted P-to-S waves that form
at interfaces. The dominant frequencies of the minimum phase wavelets employed are 5-13 Hz. Pwave velocity are inverted from P-to-P data and S-wave velocity is obtained from P-to-S data.
Both P-wave velocity and S-wave velocity inversions performed well, recovering the main features
of the model, including the low impedance contrast of the S-wave in the second layer.
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Figure 5-1: Velocity inversion result of a synthetic blocky model using P-to-P and mode converted
P-to-S data for P- wave velocity and b the S-wave velocity.

5.3

Synthetic numerical example: P-P and P-S well log model
A synthetic numerical model (Figure 5-2a) was created from an available well log measured

in North East British Columbia (NEBC). The Kirchhoff operators for the forward modeling
produced a single shot record, with a maximum of 4000m offset in split spread configuration with
a receiver spacing of 12.5m. A minimum phase wavelet with a dominant frequency of 45 Hz was
arbitrarily chosen. The Kirchhoff and Zoeppritz approximation are based on boundary conditions
at reflection surface as shown in Figure 4-1. The changes of velocity, density and angle of incident
and transmitted waves at reflection boundary facilitate modeling for rays beyond the critical angle
which enhances the forward modeling and AVO inversions (Simmons and Backus, 1996 and
Downton and Ursenbach, 2006). The phase variation with offset is a part of reflectivity function
of Kirchhoff approximation and as shown in Figure 5-3 can be estimated using the modeled data.
Figure 5-3 is produced by applying PSTM operator on data from Figure 5-2. Hence, using phase
estimation of forward modeling the true data can be corrected in phase and be used for inversion.
Making use of the radiation pattern of scatter points, two least squares engines are implemented in
each step for P-to-P and P-to-S data. Figure 5-4 compares the differentiated true model, which is
convolved with a wavelet and scaled, with the inverted reflectivity. The good a match with the true
model is obtained because of consistent forward modeling and inversion operators.
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Figure 5-2: Radiation patterns and reflectivity of scattered wave field modeled from a real well log
data using Kirchhoff operator. a) Well log data. b) The vertical component of shot record of P-toP data c) Shot record showing the horizontal component of P-to-S data.
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Figure 5-3: Radiation patterns of a scattered wave field in prestack gathers. a) the migration of real
part of Figure 5-3b. b) The migration of real part of Figure 5-3c.
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Figure 5-4: Synthetic model multiparameter inversion. a) Inverted P-wave velocity. b) Inverted Swave velocity. c) Inverted density. Corresponding well log data are plotted as dotted lines. To
perform a comparison the well data is differentiated and convolved with a suitable wavelet.
5.4

A field data example: velocity inversion (NEBC)
In this part, I apply FWI method on the real data sets obtained from a geological model of

NEBC. Since the elastic properties of the model have smooth lateral variation, the traveltime
estimation for both of forward modeling of shot records and the migration/inversion of data are
based on DSR approximation. The vertical and radial component of data is available for inversion
process, but the maximum offset and incident angle of the reflected waves are limited to 10001500m for example. Due to this limitation, I performed P-wave velocity inversion from P-to-P
data and S-wave velocity inversion from P-to-S data.
5.4.1 Data set and basic processing steps
We chose 51 shot records that were acquired by Nexen Energy ULC in the Northeast British
Columbia (NEBC) region of Canada. The receiver spacing is 10 m and the source spacing is 60
m. The source type was Vibroseis used in vertical vibration mode. The sample rate was 4 ms and
the maximum offset for P-to-P and P-to-S data are arbitrarily chosen to be 1000 m and 1500 m,
respectively. The vertical and radial components of the 3C geophones were employed and are
assumed to contain predominantly P-to-P and P-to-S waves, respectively. For the limitation of
offset in our data a reliable density could not be reconstructed, so we aim to invert for
to-P and

vS from P-to-S data.
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vP from P-

Well log information in the study area is shown in Figure 5-2a. To obtain the true amplitude
of P-to-P data, transmission loss and spherical divergence are considered in the forward modeling.
Attenuation compensation (Kjartansson, 1979) with Q=80 for shallower events (0-0.7 s) and
Q=120 for deeper (0.7-1.5 s) was applied to the data. For the P-S data, attenuation compensation
with Q=45 for shallow (0-1 s) and Q=80 for deeper events (1-2 s) was applied. Spherical
divergence (Miao et al., 2005) and transmission loss compensation have been applied on P-to-S
forward modeling. A typical raw source record of vertical component data in Figure 5-5a is
compared with the processed data in Figure 5-5b. The P-to-S data has smaller SNR compared to
P-to-P data. In Figure 5-6a, the radial component shot record is compared with processed radial
component data in Figure 5-5b. because of the low SNR the expected reflection events are shown
by its synthetic P-to-S data in Figure 5-5c.
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Figure 5-5: P-to-P shot record processing a) Vertical component of a sample raw shot record data
b) processed shot record
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Figure 5-6: P-to-S shot record processing a) radial component of a sample raw shot record. b)
processed shot record. c) corresponding forward modeling. Vertical and horizontal axis are sample
numbers in time and space respectively, with t  4 ms and x  10 m.
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5.4.2 Inversion procedure
To perform quality assurance on the forward operator, the results of forward modeling of all
shots are migrated and then compared with the migrated section of real data (see Figure 5-7 and
Figure 5-8). Figure 5-7a and Figure 5-7b are the PSTM of 51 field and modeled P-to-P records
respectively. Figure 5-7c and Figure 5-7d are the PSTM of 51 modeled and field P-to-S records
respectively. The PSTM imaged the events to P-t-P time which is similar to P-to-P images. Higher
amplitude compensation at the time   1.0 s in Figure 5-8d is due to the attenuation ( Q )
logarithmic factor applied to field shot records to be calibrated to the modeled data in Figure 5-8c.
Given the low SNR of the field data, we can visually compare the migrated residuals to find
an optimum

 . Mathematically, this means that for the purpose of quality assurance the objective

function of equation (2.4) is coupled with m such that
2

min J   d

2

 reg m .
2

(5.1)

where reg is the regularization parameter. Equation (5.1) is similar to the objective function of
Tarantola (1984) that include the regularization based on model perturbation; however, the slight
difference is that instead of  m the differentiated m , which is a spike-like function of
migrated/inverted reflectivity function, is used. Here, to overcome the problem of numerical
convergence of equation (5.1), the band-limited spike-like reflectivity is used for visual
comparison as it is easier to identify (see e.g., Figure 4-11b or Bleistein et al., 2001). In this thesis,
equation (5.1) is used to include prior knowledge of model into inversion since low SNR level
makes the problem ill-conditioned. In the presented example, this numerical approach was not
performed automatically for quality of data and forward modeling restrictions to include the full
wavefield. Instead, a visual comparison panel was used.
The inversion result of P-wave and S-wave velocity is shown in Figure 5-9. The initial velocity
for inversion was obtained using a linearization of the well log as depicted in Figure 5-10. The
migration algorithm was not efficient for shallow reflectors, so data is inverted for reflectors deeper
than 0.5 s on the vertical component (assumed to be P-to-P dominant) and 0.3 s for radial
component (P-to-S dominant). The lack of low frequency contents of seismic data prevented the
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integration of reflectivity function to produce an ideal step like gradient function. Consequently,
as shown by the color scale in the Figure 5-9, the inversion result is displayed only within the range
of 2000 to 6000 m/s for the P- wave and 1000 to 2200 m/s for the S- wave velocity inversion.
However, the lateral variation of the resulting inversion shows good correlation with the well log
data. To improve the inversion result, the low frequency components of the well log were added
to the gradient function in order to update the velocity. As shown in Figure 5-10, the final inversion
result showed good correlation with well log information.
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5.5

Field data example: multiparameter elastic inversion (NEBC)
A conventional CMP gather from 3D survey in NEBC was provided by a service operator to

test the result of iterative inversion. The CMP gather is positioned in the same position relative to
well control that is shown in Figure 5-2a. As shown in Figure 5-11 it has a longer offset range
compared to previous data sets so that greater angles of incidence make multiparameter inversion
more feasible. It is assumed that the data is processed for true amplitude and multiple elimination.
Unfortunately, only P-to-P data is available at this time. An initial model is created by smoothing
the available well log data which is shown in Figure 5-2a. Similar to the synthetic example in
Figure 5-4, Figure 5-12 compares the differentiated true model (convolved with wavelet and
scaled) with the inverted reflectivity. The final inversion result improved the initial result. For
example, the shape of final vP , vS and  is closer to the well log data in shallower horizons
(e.g., around 0.8 s); this is expected since the AVO operators are nonlinear and once they are
updated give more accurate results. This simple example demonstrates the importance of adding
the iterative inversion scheme to the current standard direct prestack inversion. Another advantage
of this method is the implementation of forward modeling, which could help to identify data type
before noise removal. For example the shallow signals were shown to be direct waves and are
filtered in Figure 5-11b.
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Figure 5-11: Iterative inversion of a CMP gather obtained from 3D data in NEBC. a) The forward
modeling result. b) The real data result.
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5.6

Field data example: shear velocity inversion from SH-to-SH wavefields
In addition to vertical and radial components data using a vertical Vibroseis source, a recorded

horizontal components using a Vibroseis source in horizontal shear mode is examined for
inversion. As shown in Figure 5-13, a conventional velocity analysis has been done by forming an
S-to-S wave field CSP gather. As shown in Figure 5-14a, this approach can provide the low
frequency component of the shear wave velocity. The low SNR prevented an accurate picking of
the events. Figure 5-14 displays a Band Limited Impedance (BLIMP) inversion (Ferguson and
Margrave, 1996) of poststack SH-to-SH migrated section. The BLIMP algorithm adds the low
frequency of a well log to the integrated reflectivity of the poststack section. In FWI method one
can take advantage of the BLIMP methodology to estimate the gradient function by including the
low frequency well data.
As shown in Figure 5-14, after 1.5 s (SH-to-SH time) the inversion gives better correlation
with the well log data and the vs inversion from P-to-S data. Accurate deconvolution, true
amplitude and phase corrections could enhance the result of inversion.
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Conclusions
FWI method has been performed on synthetic and field data example. The inversion of elastic

properties from P-to-P and P-to-S requires little iteration to converge for two reasons: firstly, the
forward modeling and inversion are consistent and secondly, the source signature is known and
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the band limitation of the data is under the control of processor. For the real data examples, two
perspectives are considered, one is to demonstrate the efficiency of simultaneous P-to-P and P-toS migration/inversion schemes. This is done by migrating the P-to-P and P-to-S data into the P-toP traveltime domain and comparing the inversion results with well log data available in study area.
Two, to illustrate the problems and suggest solutions for processing steps required to implement
FWI method on real data. For example, true amplitude processing of forward modeling and
migration/inversion, effects of data band limitation and poor SNR ratio of input data are discussed.
Although, there are several techniques available to improve the SNR, band limitation, data true
amplitude recovery, statics corrections, etc., which could be applied in the presented processing
steps of the input data.
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Chapter 6:

Discussions and conclusions

I implemented the method of PSTM for the iterative inversion of subsurface elastic properties
from seismic reflection data. To calculate the traveltime, the RMS velocity is used that is calculated
from the interval velocity using Dix’s (1955) approximation. Dix’s (1955) hyperbolic
approximation of traveltime is accurate with a small offset-to-depth-ratio and can handle the
vertically inhomogeneous medium. For such a problem, one may refer to the proposed Taner and
Koehler (1969) formulation that uses a higher-order Taylor series approximation of the travel time.
In addition, for AVO operators the ray path is assumed to be straight. The assumption of a straight
ray path usually underestimates the angle of incidence of the waves propagating in heterogeneous
multilayer velocity models. For better approximation of the angle of incident waves, one may refer
to Ostrander (1984) who considered the arc ray path of a medium with interval velocity vI which
varies linearly with depth from an initial velocity v0 (e.g. vI = v0 + Kz where K is a constant) .
Conventional methods of Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) rely on depth-imaging methods
which are computationally expensive and prevent its use in commercial applications. It is shown
that implementation of current two-way wave equation migrations such as Reverse Time
Migration (RTM) requires multiple elimination due to limitation of the imaging conditions. Hence,
in this thesis the one-way wave equation is used for both forward modeling and inversion scheme.
In this direction, the mathematical formulation of FWI method is described based on the first order
Born approximation. It is shown that the boundary condition upon reflection surface creates
restriction for iterative inversion if volume integral Born approximation is used in forward
modeling. This restriction is mainly due to the boundaries of updated background model after the
first iteration. Instead the surface integral Kirchhoff approximation was implemented for iterative
inversion. This lead an efficient algorithm for multiparameter inversion of the elastic properties
using Zoeppritz equations which is consistent with surface integral Kirchhoff approximation.
Efforts has been done for reducing the computational costs of iterative inversion. It is
demonstrated that iterative seismic reflection inverse problem can be obtained using standard
Prestack Time Migration (PSTM) and corresponding forward modeling. The method updates the
models in time and it incorporates accurate diffraction stack weighting of the PSTM data. We have
used the linearized Zoeppritz solvers for amplitudes and the Double Square Root (DSR) equation
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for travel time consideration of P-S and P-P data during the waveform inversion. Compared with
Prestack Depth Migration (PSDM), PSTM requires that the geological structure have small lateral
variations in elastic properties.
To perform a comparison, the scatterpoint response of Marmousi model simulated using ray
tracing and Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) are compared with PSTM method using
Common Scatterpoint Gather (CSP) of Equivalent Offset Migration (EOM). In this direction, the
tilt of traveltime of dipping interfaces in CSP gather is implemented in traveltime of semblance
plot of CSP gather and DSR equation which enhanced the image output of PSTM and the focusing
of energy in semblance plots.
The multiparameter elastic inversion approach is applicable to all types of reflected wavefields
such as P-to-P, P-to-S, S-to-S and S-to-P. Traveltime estimation of forward modeling and
migration/inversion operators are based on the DSR equation. All operators involved in inversion,
including the background model for DSR and AVO are updated at each iteration. The
migration/inversion procedure maps the mode converted waves to the traveltime of incident waves
which fixes the registration problem of events that travel from source to scatter point. The inversion
of the reflected P-to-P and P-to-S synthetic and field data are provided for the numerical examples.
This approach is applicable for complex structures however, to estimate the traveltime of
scatterpoints, ray tracing can be added to the algorithm.
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